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Money That Can’t Buy
Elena watched as a woman prepared a plate of pork, hominy, and avocado for her; the
woman’s fingers shone with oil as she pulled meat from the roast pig. As she worked, she talked
over the market noise to her neighbor, who dropped mango into a blender. The two women's
voices rolled over each other’s. Dark marks bloomed from both of their chests where heat had
built in their cleavage and dampened their thin cotton tee shirts. As the woman blending the
mango lifted her arm, Elena saw a circle of sweat in her armpit. Elena wiped the moisture from
her own brow and shifted from one white sneaker to another.
Elena knew she should get out of the sun. She could practically feel the rays tracing lines
on her nose that would crack and flake off like dandruff. She also knew her husband, Ben, was
waiting for her. Still, when she received her plate, she sat down on a stool in front of their stalls
and ate slowly. She liked watching these women, who spent each day in the same two squares of
the market. They must know everything about each other. Elena wouldn’t mind that life, not really.
It was so different from Elena’s job as a virtual assistant, where she wasn’t known by anyone outside of emails and phone calls. Years ago, before she married Ben, she worked an office
job. There, she sat next to a single mother named Carly with whom she swapped stories about
their weekends or dates they went on. Carly loved to cook and often brought a portion of new

recipes to share with Elena. “Oh I had so much, I just couldn’t eat it all myself,” she always said.
Since working at home, Elena missed the gossip of the break room, the chit chat by the coffee
pot, and shared meals from Tupperwares. Now, she ate her turkey sandwich and potato chips on
her own at the kitchen table. She usually played an episode of a sitcom. She liked the noise.
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When Ben came home from the law firm he worked at, dinner didn’t feel that different
than lunch. Except, Elena was aware she shouldn’t feel like she was eating by herself. Their lack
of conversation was less noticeable when they ate in front of the TV, so Elena often suggested it.
When they were first married, they would cuddle after dishes were done. This stopped without
Ben seeming to notice. Elena noticed though, and remembered the night when she brought her
head to his shoulder, and he snapped at her because “it was too hot.” He apologized after, saying
it was a long day, but Elena stayed on the other side of the couch.
The woman making Elena’s juice poured it over a sieve into a cup. As the woman made
her way to give Elena her juice, she yelled over her shoulder to her neighbor. The other woman,
paused from pulling meat, and threw her head back to laugh. Her whole body shook. Elena
smiled as she was handed the juice, then paid, and got up from her seat.
Elena walked deeper into the market and wished it was covered like other markets she
and Ben had visited in Peru. Elena looked down and saw her shoulders had turned a dark pink.
She knew she should get out of the sun. But Michigan didn’t threaten her with sun often, and this
vacation, the two weeks she had every year, was her chance to simply be anywhere—anywhere
that wasn’t where she always was. Year after year she stayed in the sun too long.
The summer before, her shoulders blistered from the burn she got. After the blisters
formed, she found satisfaction in running her manicured nail over each one and watching them

burst like small pockets of citrus fruit. When Ben saw this, sitting across from her on the stiff hotel couch, he simply said, “gross, that can’t be good, Elena.” Elena asked him to put aloe vera on
the hard-to-reach place between her shoulder blades. On the first vacation they ever took as a
couple, Ben turned every sunscreen application into a short back rub, his hands lingering as he
massaged it in. It felt different now: clinical.
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As Elena moved from the food vendors to the stalls of produce, a small girl ran past with
quick, thin legs. Her shoulder blades were like wings. At the end of the aisle, the girl turned
sharply and ran down the next. No one tried to stop her, and hardly anyone looked in her direction. As she sipped her juice, Elena wondered what that would feel like. Elena thought she
wouldn’t mind that life, not really. It was a dangerous game Elena played: wishing her life to be
one that it could never be.
After buying a few dragonfruits, Elena couldn’t ignore the stinging on her shoulders,
nose, and ears anymore. She knew she had to get out of the sun. She walked back to where she
left Ben when he said he needed a break from the sun and the crowds. “Everything is so close together, even the roads,” Ben said. Elena had found him a spot in the shade. While Ben complained of the closeness, Elena thought it might be nice. Yes, things were close together: the
roads, shops, and apartments. Doors opened just inches from each other. But Elena imagined
greeting neighbor’s as they passed each other, either coming home or leaving for the day. Of
course Elena couldn’t help but know neighbors with doors that close. Elena wouldn’t mind that
life, not really.
Ben and Elena’s own neighbor’s were another couple in their thirties. Elena had watched
them move in and imagined weekend nights with them. They could have a few beers around the
fire pit that Elena bought a year ago, thinking it would create opportunity for her and Ben to sit

together at the end of their work week. In the first week after the couple moved in, before Elena
had a chance to go over, introduce herself, and welcome them to the neighborhood, Ben and
Elena heard them as they had sex, their voices distinguishable to Ben and Elena as they lay in
their bed. “It’s like they want to be heard,” Ben said. “They must be in the living room. That’s
the room closest to ours.”
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“It’s their house, Ben,” Elena said. “They can have sex wherever they want.”
“Well I don’t want to put headphones on like I’m in a dorm,” Ben said.
“We could get a white noise machine,” Elena said. But as she tried to fall asleep, Elena
found herself straining to distinguish the woman’s voice as the couple continued. Elena shifted in
the cool, dry sheets of her bed, feeling sadder the longer it continued. The next day, Ben talked to
the man to ask them to keep it down. Ben said it was a polite conversation, and the neighbor
apologized to Ben, which Ben appreciated. But Elena, embarrassed when Ben told her what he’d
done, now looked out of their peephole before leaving her house. She didn’t want to run into
them.
Elena found Ben on the bench in the shade where she left him. The little girl, who she
saw running earlier, stood in front of him. The girl held out a handful of chocolate bars and Venezuelan bolivars, which were now almost worthless. Elena had no idea what was happening in
Venezuelan when she and Ben first touched down in Peru. On their taxi ride from the airport,
Ben and Elena saw a caravan of Venezuelan families on the side of the highway: pulling suitcases, hauling backpacks, leading pets on leashes, or carrying children. Throughout their trip,
Ben and Elena’s buses were boarded by families who sold candy, snacks, or beverages, always
accompanied by Venezuelan money—the bills only valuable as a souvenir of a ruined economy.
Elena had six bills tucked in the pages of her paperbacks from purchases she made for both her-

self and Ben.
The small girl, who Elena now knew was Venezuelan and displaced from her country and
her home, asked for un dolar. Elena watched the girl hold up different chocolate bars, maybe explaining the different flavors: one with nuts, one with milk chocolate, one with dark chocolate.
Though neither Ben nor Elena spoke Spanish, Elena understood the girl was simply asking for
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what she needed. She needed money she could actually buy things with. The small girl then held
out each Venezuelan bill, and Elena wondered what a 7 year old’s understanding of the state of
her country was. Could she understand what had gone wrong? Did she know why she had to
leave her home? Elena watched as Ben refused to look at the girl; he shook his head and said,
“No.”
Elena walked up behind the small girl. Ben stood up and took Elena’s hand. When he
started walking toward the street, Elena said, “Wait." She reached into her wallet, gave a dollar
to the girl, chose a chocolate bar with almonds, and said, “Gracias.” Then, Elena allowed herself
to be pulled toward the street that led to their hotel.
“You know, I still think you have a couple chocolate bars from the bus rides. Where do
you think they all get the same cheap chocolate?” he said. The sun on their laced fingers made
their hands sweaty. In a quick movement she unlaced her hand from his and walked slightly
ahead.
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La Yapa
The first time Diego saw Chloe she was being held by a bald gringo in a Superman costume. The two of them danced clumsily, whether because they were drunk or simply couldn’t
dance, Diego couldn’t tell. Over the gringo’s shoulder, Diego saw Chloe’s sweaty face under a
pair of cat ears, lit up by the green, red, or orange disco lights. The tip of her nose was painted
black. Though Halloween wasn’t an Ecuadorian holiday, the clubs of Cuenca enjoyed the patronage of the large expat population. So every October, the clubs encouraged costumes and held
Halloween parties. Diego didn’t put on a costume himself, but watched the dance floor from the
side. As he watched Chloe, he wished he had on a costume that would grab her attention. He
wanted to be the one holding her. After a few songs she stepped away from bald Superman and
walked towards the bar, passing Diego on the way. Just as she passed Diego, he said, “Hello.”
She smiled. But she was drunk, flushed from dancing, and perhaps already smiling. Or was the
smile for him?
Diego returned to the bar, Cigale, the next week in the hopes of seeing her again. The
lights had been taken down, and sturdy, wooden tables and chairs were pushed back to the area
that had been the dance floor. Diego worried that the bar in daylight, though it was the best
happy hour in Cuenca, wouldn’t bring her back. Or, maybe she wasn’t one of the many gringos
who lived in Cuenca. Maybe she was only passing through on her way to Macchu Picchu. Maybe

it was for the best that he didn’t see her again. Then, during a night of playing cards, Diego
looked up from a bad hand to see her walk in. It was weeks after he first saw her on Halloween.
Maybe she was living here after all. That night he watched her out of the corner of his eyes. She
was beautiful. She talked with her hands, apparently an engaging storyteller that often had her
table laughing. And, while the dull roar of a busy bar continued around her, she sat silent while
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the live musician introduced himself, then she tapped her foot and swayed her head to music as
she drank.
His second Club was still half-full when Diego saw her stand and grab her jacket from
the back of her chair. “Watch my beer,” Diego said to his friend, and then walked out of the bar.
He planned to catch her as she walked out. From his post just beyond the door, he watched la
gringa get ready to leave. She reached down and struggled with the purse strap that she had
stepped her foot through. This was, no doubt, to keep it from being stolen; Diego wondered if
she had been stolen from before. As he leaned against the wall outside, and watched her painstakingly unwind the long strap from her ankle, he thought he could help her find a better purse to
wear in front of her; he could tell her what streets to avoid. Or, even better, he could just pick her
up from work. She wouldn’t likely be mugged walking hand-in-hand with him. He could wait for
her outside of her work at the end of the day. Maybe her work was close to the flower market on
Simón Bolivar and she’d walk outside to see him holding a fresh bouquet. Or he would walk in
and her coworkers would smile and say, “She’s almost done.” She probably taught English. He’d
wait for her to finish her class, stand at the door, and see her in front of her classroom of Ecuadorian students. She would see him at the door, smile, and use him as an example to teach the word
boyfriend to her students. Diego is my boyfriend, she would write on the chalkboard.
Through the glass window on the door, Diego watched as la gringa walked up to the bar

to pay. The bartender laughed at something she said. She pushed her heavy, light brown hair off
of her neck and brought it around her shoulder. Once she paid, she walked back to the friend she
was drinking with, and they both started toward the door. A young and drunk couple, walking
arm-in-arm, got to the door first and Diego willed the door to close faster so he could open it for
la gringa. It did. So, when Chloe and her friend reached the door soon after, he reached out,
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pulled the door open, and received a smile from her as she passed. That smile was definitely for
him.
“Hey,” he said. Diego lightly touched the back of her arm as she passed. She turned back
around with eyebrows lifted. “I’ve seen you around. Do you remember the Halloween Party?”
“Yeah,” she said, and smiled bigger, which Diego realized was her genuine smile, instead
of the smile that most Americans wear on their face for every passing stranger. “I recognize
you,” she said.
“I’m Diego.”
“Chloe.”
Chloe’s friend rolled her eyes. “This must happen all the time,” Diego said over Chloe’s
shoulder to the friend that was waiting a few steps ahead.
Her friend said, “Go ahead.”
After Chloe put her number in his phone, he called the number. Her phone rang as she
joined her friend by the street.
“Goodnight, beautiful,” he said, but she didn’t turn around when he called after her; she
was already laughing at something her friend said as they turned the corner.
When he went back inside his friend clapped him on his broad back. “I finished your
beer,” he said. Diego ordered another. He felt like celebrating.

On their first date, Diego felt like he did most of the talking. When he apologized for it,
Chloe said, “Don’t apologize, I could always use more listening practice,” she said. She had finished her sushi and was twirling a chopstick in her fingers as they spoke. “I get lost in fast Spanish, sometimes. And then I worry Ecuadorians will think I’m stupid.”
“I’m sure nobody thinks you’re stupid.”
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“I don’t know, I’m almost a different person in Spanish, you know? I often don’t have the
words to respond how I would normally. So I say something different, simpler, more direct.”
“Well I like who you are in Spanish if that helps,” Diego said.
“It does.”
Diego liked the thought that as her language ability grew, they would get to know each
other all over again. As it was, he had to carefully choose simple language, or explain himself.
But as time went on, he would tell more jokes. Or maybe she was the truly funny one, and as her
Spanish improved he would see that from her too. Should he start to learn English? He was never
very good at it in school, but Diego knew there were some apps he could try. Diego could picture
him learning her native language on lunch breaks, never saying a word to her. Then, he’d surprise her months down the road with some well chosen sentences. Maybe her eyes would fill
with tears, hearing his voice speak in her native language. She’d kiss him, and speak in slow
English in return.
After they ate, Diego suggested they walk; the restaurant was right by the river Tomebamba. As they walked on the cobblestone path, with the river running alongside them, she
asked him to teach her some phrases that weren’t proper Spanish. She wanted slang. She wanted
to sound like she belonged. Diego loved that. Diego took her hand. “Do you know what la yapa
is?”

She didn’t. He explained it was a little something extra. “If you buy a dozen oranges from
a frutería you can ask, Y la yapa?” he explained. “And they might give you a few lemons as ‘la
yapa.’”
“So it’s just something extra for free?” Chloe said.
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“Kind of. You need to be a customer first though. You have to buy enough to get la
yapa.” The noise of the river drowned out other conversations as they passed other couples,
groups of friends, and a few gringo runners. Another young Ecuadorian couple passed them, and
Diego saw the man turn his head to look longer at them, first at Chloe, who stood out, and then
back at Diego. Would people look at him more when he was hand-in-hand with Chloe? He might
like it.
On the way back up to the main street, Chloe stopped on the steps and turned to face Diego. He was just one step behind her. He was stocky, but not tall, so their eyes were even with
each other. Her green eyes looked so different to him.
“There’s a whole world in your eyes,” he said. She squirmed, looked away, and laughed.
“Sorry, American guys don’t talk like that,” she said. From the way she said it he
couldn’t tell if that was good or bad. But before he could ask, she kissed him. Her thin lips parted
to take his lower lip in between hers. When they broke apart, she smiled and asked, “y la yapa?”
He laughed and kissed her again, pushing his tongue into her mouth.
Seven months later, Diego’s hand sat sweaty in Chloe’s. They walked hand-in-hand
down the aisle of stalls at the artisanal market. And though Diego knew the best stores in
Cuenca, Chloe wanted to walk the market. Aside from a few local vendors, the items sold were
cheaply made. But that morning, as they lay in his bed, she kissed him on the cheek with a

“porfis” in between each kiss until he agreed to go with her. She promised to make them coffee
while he showered. Before he got out of bed he turned to her and asked, “y la yapa?” Chloe
groaned, rolled toward him and planted a kiss on his lips. He put his hand on her ass to pull her
closer and see if she wanted more.
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“Not right now,” Chloe said. She hopped off the bed and proceeded to tug on his hands.
“I want enough time to see the whole market.”
“Impatient gringa,” he said.
As they snaked their way through the stalls, Chloe said “I have no idea what I’m going to
get my mom for a souvenir yet.” Over the last several months, Chloe had talked about what she
should bring back for her family and friends. But the Ecuadorian summer break was still months
away, and Chloe hadn’t bought tickets back to Colorado yet. Diego kept meaning to ask her if
she would stay for the entire summer. Though he’d miss her, two months wouldn’t be too long
before the next school year started.
“You have time, guapa,” he said. “You live here.”
The market was busy. They passed table after table of the same turtles made from tagua,
thin leather wallets printed with ECUADOR, and bright purses embroidered with “Ama la
Vida.” Diego thought it all tacky. No Ecuadorian ever used those things. Chloe paused to look
at a few of the tables and Diego furrowed his brow when she picked up a backpack that had used
indigenous fabric for the straps. He pictured Chloe looking like every other white backpacker:
striped pants, thin tank tops, and open-toed shoes. But she put the backpack down, and let go of
Diego’s hand to walk up to look more closely at some jewelry.
As Chloe decided on a few items, Diego stepped closer to make sure she was offered a

fair price. There was often a Gringo tax. He didn’t judge his fellow Ecuadorians. He would do
the same thing. If he heard a gringa stumbling through the pronunciation of an address he’d
charge double too. Chloe bought earrings for her mother, a poncho for her father, and a blanket
for her brother.
“Y la yapa?” Chloe said.
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Diego blushed. La yapa wasn’t for items like the ones Chloe purchased. When buying
produce, la yapa could be a few mandarinas. Or when buying a jugo, la yapa could be the few
inches of liquified pineapple that didn’t fit in the first cup. Chloe was delighted the first time that
they went to get juice at the produce market and he told her, after they both took several sips, to
ask for the la yapa. “Y la yapa?” Chloe said in her thin voice. The vendor, without batting an
eye, poured what hadn’t fit into Chloe’s cup, filling it again to the brim.
But la yapa wasn’t for this. How could Diego explain it better? Or maybe Chloe understood and she didn’t care. The vendor laughed and placed a bookmark on top of the alpaca blanket. Chloe, pretty and foreign and armed with a few local phrases, was hard to deny.
“Muchísimas gracias,” Chloe said. Diego felt his cheeks burn in embarrassment but he
smiled at her as she walked back to him. She moved her bags to one hand and looped her free
hand through Diego’s arm.
“Here,” Diego said as he tried to take the bags from her.
“I’ve got it,” Chloe said.
“No I can help,” Diego said as he held out his hand to take the bags.
“Diego, I can carry my bags,” Chloe said.
Hurt, Diego said, “Don’t be so American.”
Chloe brought her hand from his arm back to her side. “I hate it when you say that,” she

said. “I’m American, Diego.” It was after noon, and the sun was hot. Diego felt the sun hitting a
square inch of skin on his forehead. Chloe squinted as she looked up and said, “I think I’m ready
to go. I might be burning.” Diego took Chloe’s hand and he was relieved when she didn’t let go.
On the way out of the market, at the end of the line of tents, walls of wire panels stood
from which paintings hung. As they got closer, Diego distinguished flowers, landscapes, and
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faces. There were prints of well-known artists—those prints often peddled to tourists as they sat
at restaurants taking a break from the sun. Diego recognized Guayasamin’s well known painted
faces, stretched with emotions in hard lines; they stared at the sun without blinking. Diego saw
local artist’s work as well. Chloe slowed, and then stopped in front of a landscape: a high-altitude flower shocked the foreground in bright orange and white. Long, pale grass and mountains
rolled up behind it. It was Cajas national park. Diego had taken Chloe to those mountains many
times. Chloe’s neck stretched toward it.
“I’d love to get this for you,” Diego said. He felt bad for pointing out she was acting
American earlier. He felt worse that he let her know he didn’t like it.
“Oh you don’t need to, baby.”
“Please let me. You can hang it up at your place.”
Diego purchased it and the artist rolled up the canvas and lowered it gently into a cardboard tube. “Thank you, guapo,” Chloe said as they joined hands again—their moment of tension forgotten, it seemed. “Let’s drop these things off at my place, then we can go home.” Diego
loved the way ‘home’ sounded when she said it.
They rarely spent time at Chloe’s basement apartment. The rooms had ceilings so low she
couldn’t raise an extended arm above her head. She called it cozy. He was surprised on his first
visit by how minimally she lived. With no closet, she had hung her clothes on a wire that she

strung from one side of the wall to the other. She used fruit crates as a nightstand. Diego didn’t
understand Americans' fascination with furniture that wasn’t really furniture. They once had
drinks at the apartment of one of Chloe’s gringa friends. They spent ten minutes excited over an
old luggage trunk that her friend used as a coffee table. The minimalism extended beyond furniture, and Chloe had only one pot for boiling water and soup, and she had only one pan that she
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cooked everything else on. He also offered to get her another pan and more plates a few months
into dating, but she said that she didn’t want them. One night, as they ate off of her one plate, she
moved closer to him and said, “See? Who needs more?”
Her frugality led her to purchase a cheap oven and stove combo through a coworker. After the first time she baked, she said, “Even though I was baking cookies, it smelled like meat.”
When Chloe investigated later, she found there had been a rat that found its way inside the back
and died there. Chloe seemed to love to tell this story; Diego hated the way she told the story.
She usually told it for an audience of expat friends, or travelers passing through. It was often told
after other anecdotes of things the gringos found annoying in Ecuador, or comforts they had to
do without. It was the story no-one could beat. When Chloe came to the end of her story, the
squeals from her friends made her laugh. She liked to say that she ate a cookie before looking for
the cause of the smell. “No!” Her audience always gasped.
So with her rat oven, one set of plates, and her fifteen year old mattress, Diego preferred
to stay at his own place. Seven months of being novios and evidence of her in his apartment was
everywhere. And though it bothered Diego that she didn’t allow him to get nicer things for her
place, he realized she could be holding off because his place was perfect for the both of them. It
really would be a waste of money. The month before, after a few drinks at Cigale, Diego said,
“Let’s go home.” He loved the way it sounded. She kissed him and said, “Yes, please.”

Diego thought she might move in to his place soon. Maybe after the semester, when summer break would give her some time. She might as well. Next Christmas, they could visit her
parents in Colorado. He could meet her parents and her brother in person. Who knows, maybe
they’d spend full summers there in the future. Especially if there were kids. Chloe often talked
about her own childhood in the States. She spent most of her time at the public pool. She and
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Paul, her brother, were dropped off by their mom with a cooler of snacks and they stayed at the
pool till dinner time. They went to sleepovers, ran through sprinklers, and went to something
called Vacation Bible School, where they sang songs about Jesus and ate snacks. And once a
summer, her family went to the mountains for a camping trip. It all sounded so American. He imagined his and Chloe’s kids roasting marshmallows over campfires, jumping into a public pool,
and coming out of the water, dripping and shivering like little kids do. He’d wrap them in a towel
and reach into the cooler to give them American snacks, stuff they only got when they visited
Grandma and Grandpa. He imagined them crunching on peanut butter and apples like Chloe often did, drifting between Spanish and English, Ecuadorian and American.
They reached Chloe’s apartment building, and when they stepped inside, Diego was met
with the same bare walls and sparse furniture that he remembered. It didn’t look like anything
had changed except the fruit crate night stands were gone from the sides of her bed. Instead, her
phone charger and books were at the foot of her bed. Diego scanned the room and spotted the
crates in a corner; they were filled with clothing.
“What’s that?” Diego said.
“Those are the things I won’t use here anymore. It’s mostly my summer clothes. I
thought I’d start consolidating.” Chloe kicked off her shoes, started taking out her braids, and
placed her shopping from the day in one of the crates. She leaned the tube with the painting in

the corner behind the stuff she said she wasn’t going use anymore. “The girl who’s taking my
spot next year is gonna move in, I think. It’s close enough to the school.” Diego nodded to show
he heard her, but he couldn’t think of what to say.
“I’m going to shower off the day. Want to join?” Chloe said.
“No, I’ll wait here,” Diego said.
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“There’s a beer in the kitchen if you want. But I don’t think I have food,” Chloe said as
she floated through the rooms half-clothed.
Diego sat on her bed. The cheap springs gave way and when he lay down he rolled toward the center where the previous owner, her landlord's daughter, had slept for years and made
a human-sized dip. On the opposite wall hung her clothes on the wire. He looked at the cold-season clothes that she had kept out. School ended, as did her contract, before it got warm again.
Diego had assumed she renewed it. But no, the clothes were a countdown of Alpaca sweaters and
name-brand outdoor gear.
As he lay on the bed, looking at the walls she never bothered to fill, Diego thought about
how it would be. They would talk a lot when she first leaves. They would talk about everything
he’d like to see when he visits her in the states, and everything she misses about Ecuador. They
would miss each other a lot at first. And then less. One day he would mention a visit. “Yeah, you
should come if you can,” she would reply. There would be something missing from her response—he wouldn’t be convinced she wanted to see him. He would close the tab on his work
computer that had flight options. After a few weeks he would tell her the timing was bad. Without noticing it, they would talk less and less. One day he would see a guy comment on her instagram, or show up in her stories. She would start dating someone and stop talking to him completely. And one day, at Cigale, with a table of friends, someone would bring her name up.

“Who’s she?” someone else would ask. He would describe her as a fling, a “gringa loca,” and try
to remember only their times in bed.
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Tacos Del Pastor
Carne Adovada
Before Daniela knew there were cancer cells growing in her breasts, Daniela was a tired,
single, young mother; young enough that when she had read her pregnancy test, she sat on her
childhood twin bed with flower sheets. One night, as Daniela breastfed her daughter, Carla, she
heard the door open. Over the small satisfied grunts of her feeding daughter, Daniela heard the
loud tones of her older sister. Valeria walked in with a bowl covered in aluminum foil in one
hand and her own daughter, Rosa, balanced on her other hip. “Mom said you haven’t been
hungry,” Valeria said. “She asked me to come and make sure you ate something.” Their mother
worked nights but still managed to supervise how much Daniela ate when she was gone. Valeria
set the meal down in front of of her 17 year old sister. It was carne adovada; Daniela always said
that her death row meal would be carne adovada with homemade tortillas. Valeria lifted the foil
to reveal the dark red of slow-cooked pork in red chili. It was still steaming. While her daughter
ate, so did Daniela.
Twelve years later Daniela lost her appetite again. She wasn’t hungry even for the carne
adovada that her sister brought over. Daniela smelled the pork, and felt the spice tickle her nose
hairs. She saw her niece, now 13, tear a thick, homemade tortilla and dip it in her dish. It was
perfect. But Daniela still wasn’t hungry. “Hermana, you okay?” Valeria asked. Daniela barely

touched her plate.
This was the first sign of the breast cancer that would grow, shrink, come back, and eventually take Daniela from her family. She was only 30, and Carla was 12. Her daughter would remember the night her mom pushed away her favorite meal, and remember that it was a sign of
something terrible.
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Coke and Hot Cheetos
The first foods that Carla believed directed the course of her own life were Coke and Hot
Cheetos, which she had everyday after class at Cibola high. Monday through Friday, when she
got off the bus, Carla walked to the Allsups three blocks away, and purchased Hot Cheetos and a
Coke. It cost 3.72 with tax. When she got home, she placed her snack on the counter, then
stuffed the plastic Allsups bag in the plastic bag that holds all the plastic bags. Finally, she
opened the Cheetos, unscrewed the Coke bottle, and made her way to the kitchen table to join
her prima, Rosa. It was a ritual, in a way, with the sound of crinkly plastic, the hiss of carbonation, and bubbles, sugar, and salt on the tongue.
The week of finals, Carla walked into the Allsups to be told Dominic, the driver who delivered Coke products, was late. “His niece's boyfriend was late for his new job on account of his
shitty car,” the store manager said. “So Dominic had to drive all the way to Bernalillo this morning. You know the boyfriend knocked up the niece? Now she’s stuck with him, so the entire family is hoping he’ll do better for himself.” So thanks to Dominic’s niece’s boyfriend and his shitty
car, Carla drank a Dr. Pepper that day. It didn’t wash down the puffed corn of the Hot Cheetos
the way the Coke did.
When Carla got a B on her Econ final, she blamed herself for not paying attention to the

signs. “I should have known,” Carla said to Rosa and her Tia Valeria over dinner, “I should have
known that not having my study snack was an omen. Half of my study snack was gone. I probably studied Econ that day with half my brain.”
“Pisces aren’t known to be good with money,” her Tia Valeria said.
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“Mom, that’s not why she sucked at Econ,” Rosa said, “Prima, you got a B. It had nothing to do with your snack.”
Carla wasn’t convinced. She believed that had she paid attention, she could have been
prepared. She should have known that some academic downfall was coming if she’d paid attention.
After that test, if either Coke or Hot Cheetos were hard to come by, Carla believed it was
a sign to review her notes. She once pulled an all-nighter when there were no Cokes in the little
fridges at checkout, and she could only find Taki’s. When Carla came home fretting over her bag
of Taki’s, Rosa said, “Why don’t you go to another store? Smiths is only a fifteen minute drive,”
“That’s not how it works,” Carla said, before sitting at the kitchen table and opening her
textbook.

Lasagna
With her study snack as her guide, Carla moved into excellent academic standing. With
each Dean’s list she made, with each A she received, Carla’s belief in her interpretation of the
signs was solidified. Years later, she was confronted with evidence that food would guide her
love life as well. Carla had two relationships in the first two years of her bachelors. Her first relationship with Dillon lasted 11 months. The second, lasted 5 months, with a guy name Steven.

Dillon was a rock climber studying engineering with whom she hiked and climbed. Their relationship was fed by freeze-dried backpacking meals, Cliff bars, trail mix, and S’mores. Meanwhile, Steven was a communications major and an avid soccer fan. They grilled together and enjoyed long days by the pool, snacking on chips and drinking vodka lemonade. Carla’s memories
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of that relationship were tied to: meat that smelled of charcoal, pizza, and tender wings contrasted with crisp celery. Because there was so little in common between the two men, it stood
out even more when Carla was dumped by both over Italian food.
“They both ordered lasagna,” Carla said to Rosa after being dumped by Steven. Rosa sat
on Carla’s bed with her; they both dipped spoons into a pint of Cherry Garcia ice cream.
“Maybe it’s because you keep picking guys who think Olive Garden is a good place to go
on a date,” Rosa said.
Tia Valeria walked in with a load of laundry. “It’s not the season of love for you anyways, honey. I read your horoscope this morning. You should be focusing on developing yourself right now.”

Turkey Sandwich with Sweet Potato Fries
Despite what her Tia said, Carla wanted it to be a season of love. She wanted it even
more when she met Chris in line at Flying Star Cafe. He was cute, but their small talk was unremarkable, even boring. But then he ordered her favorite sandwich: the Turkey Jack with Green
Chile. On top of that, he asked for sweet potato fries. They had the same order; Carla knew that
meant something.
After giving him her number Carla asked, “How do you feel about Italian food?”

“I’m lactose intolerant, so I can’t eat a lot of Italian food,” Chris said.
“No lasagna for you, then, I guess.”
“No lasagna for me.”
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Carla thought that was a good sign. Carla convinced Rosa to go on a double date. Chris
would bring a friend of his. “They both play on the soccer team. I told him no strikers; egos
don’t make good partners,” Carla said. Chris brought a midfielder named Luke.
Carla chose to wear a crop top and wanted to look bien flaca, so she didn’t eat before going out. Since Carla drank on an empty stomach, by a few sips into her second drink, she was
laughing too hard at Chris’s jokes and leaning against his shoulder as if she couldn’t hold herself
up. He put his hand on her thigh, and as they drank, moved it further up. As she tipped her head
back to finish the last sip of her second drink, he moved a finger over the center seam of her
jeans like it was her clit. She was tipsy, wet, and grateful that blushing didn’t show too much on
her cheeks.
“Another one, guys?” the waiter said as they finished.
“How about some food?” Rosa said, who was watching her over her cousin with sober
eyes.

Tacos Del Pastor
A food truck that Rosa and Carla knew well was parked downtown. It was painted the exact turquoise of the new, ugly New Mexico license plates. And on the side of the truck, a spraypainted priest held up a cross in one hand, and a taco in the other. Above the priest, large letter-

ing spelled out “Tacos Del Pastor.” Carla didn’t think it was too clever: ”Del Pastor” instead of
“Al Pastor.” The red paper boats that the tacos were served in had pastoral advice printed on the
bottom.
Despite her belief in getting signs from food, she was skeptical of the tacos. She believed
whoever watched over her would be more elegant, not so heavy-handed. She also found it
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kitschy. “A good taco shouldn’t need a gimmick to sell itself. Just like a good steak shouldn’t
need A1 sauce,” Carla said when she and Rosa first came across the truck.
“Or like a good guy doesn’t need a flavored condom,” Rosa said.
But Tacos Del Pastor really did make the most perfect tacos al pastor. Rosa and Carla, on
breaks between classes, would stand in the shadow of the ugly truck and watch grease-freckled
forearms chop the pork. With a ladle, the cooks drizzled meat juice over the pork on the griddle;
it steamed and sizzled on contact. Then the cooks took a broad, flat spatula and dished out one,
two, three tacos.
The night of the double date, Tacos Del Pastor was parked a street away. After drinks,
Carla high-heeled her way in a mostly-straight line to the side of the taco truck. Rosa stayed
close behind her prima and let Chris and Luke follow. Dim, hipster bulb lights swung overhead
as Carla ordered four orders of tacos del pastor. “But hold the pastoral advice, por favor,” she
sang.
“They only come one way, linda,” the cook said.
The juice ran, on that first bite, from her wrist to her elbow. After finishing in three bites
and licking her taco-blessed fingertips, she noticed the line of grease. She looked around for a
napkin but, not seeing one and still tipsy, she took her finger and ran it up her arm collecting the
grease. She made eye contact with Chris as she put her finger into her mouth. “Chris, it’s so

fucking good,” she said.
“I could tell, you barely breathed between bites,” Chris said.
She then saw the edge of her fortune on the paper boat. Blotches from the grease of the
pork dotted the paper, changing it from chalky white to shiny orange. It hightlighted the printed
words: “Blessed is the person who knows when to return to those they came from.”
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“Ha, if I went back to my mom that would put me underground, pastor,” Carla said.
Rosa, hearing this, lowered the taco she was about to bite into. “Prima, it’s definitely just
talking about going home,” Rosa said.
Her moment of morbidity soon forgotten, Carla said, “It's probably your mom’s new
strategy to protect the purity she still thinks we have.” Chris and Luke looked over.
Rosa unscrewed a bottle of water. “Toma agua,” she said and handed the bottle to her
cousin. Carla laughed at her prima’s embarrassment. “You can see hot Cheeto crud in your molars when you laugh like that,” Rosa said. Carla stopped laughing and drank some water. “I think
it might be time to go home,” Rosa said, as she took the bottle of water back from Carla.
With the thought of Chris’s hand in between her thighs, Carla said, “We should go dancing. It’s ladies night at Dirty Bourbon.”
Rosa held up the cardboard paper boat and whispered “We’ve basically been directed by
God to go home, prima. Can’t ignore a food prophecy, can we?”
Carla held onto her greasy fortune as they made their way back to the car. Rosa didn’t
read hers.
The next morning, Rosa walked into Carla’s bedroom with a cup of coffee.
“Is there sugar?” Carla asked. “You stopped me from getting any from Chris last night.”
“Claro, hay sugar. Drink up. And sugar from Chris? Are you fifty?”

“I’m hungover is what I am. Know what’s good for a hangover?”
“What’s that?”
“Slow-roasted pork, prima,” she said.
Once they found Tacos Del Pastor, and after they sat down with their tacos, Carla prayed
over them, “Dios, give us this day, thy daily bread.” Rosa’s head was already tilted with a taco
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lifted to her lips. On the third taco, with her mouth still full, Carla read her fortune, “No need to
take an umbrella if you’re already wet."
“That’s a safe fortune to give during Monsoon season,” Rosa said.
“Well I didn’t bring an umbrella anyways,” Carla said. It did not rain that afternoon.
It did, however, rain the next afternoon as Carla walked to Flying Star to do homework.
Not long after sitting down, Chris walked in with hair dampened from the rain. She smiled. He
waved. She stacked her plates, and brought her textbook closer, making room on the other side
of the table. Chris joined her, dropping his own backpack, and said, “I suppose I could get some
studying done.” While the rain continued, they talked with open textbooks. He said he was waiting for it to let up, but it didn’t look like it would. Carla shared what the pastor de los tacos had
given her just that afternoon: No need for an umbrella if you’re already wet.
They ran to his car, which was parked closest. He had told her he would drive her back to
her own. But instead of opening the door to get out of the rain, he put a hand on the car on either
side of her and kissed her. She liked the feeling of his hand on her back when he lifted her
soaked shirt and pulled her closer to his hips. They moved to the car and he drove them to an
empty street.
When clothes were off, and before she sat herself down on top of him, she straddled him
and hovered her body just above him. She ignored a rip on passengers seat that suggested she

wasn’t the first to grip the thin fabric with freshly manicured nails. The thin snakes of her wet
hair fell on his chest and she asked him, “Do you believe in a higher power?”
“Of course,” he said and pulled on her hips to bring them down on top of him. Carla
braced her hands against the seat and stayed above him, wanting more from him.
“Do you believe in signs?” Carla asked.
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“I know I was supposed to go to an outdoor concert tonight, but it’s canceled. I think
that’s a sign I’m where I should be.” Carla then kissed him and grabbed a condom from her
purse. Chris didn’t want to use it. When she protested, he whispered in her ear, “Baby, you’re already wet, no need for an umbrella.” She loved a metaphor.
The window lever jabbed her thigh. Her right knee bruised from anchoring in the empty
cup holder. They had to pause when her leg accidentally opened a crack in the window. When he
finished she wanted to ask why he didn’t warn her, she would have lifted herself off of him.
Carla used her shirt to catch the cum dripping from her thighs. Chris lent her his jacket to put
over her bra and dropped her off at her car.
She thanked her lucky stars, no tacos—she thanked her lucky tacos for leading her to this
slightly achy, but ultimately magical moment. She walked gingerly back to the truck to get a
post-sex taco, only to see the truck had driven away. A few drops of oil remained on the asphalt.
When she woke the next morning, the first thing Carla saw was the light denim of Chris’s
jacket that she had hung to dry on her desk chair. She smiled, thinking of the afternoon they
spent together. She rolled out of bed to get coffee and eat some leftovers from the fridge. As she
ate Rosa’s fried rice, she walked back to her room and put on the jacket. She stood in front of the
mirror to see what she looked like, loved by Chris. She popped one leg and observed the angle in
the mirror. She buttoned it up, hated the way it hid her waist, and unbuttoned it again. She smiled

at herself in the mirror and put her hands in the pockets to pose—the cool, casual girlfriend. She
texted him, still wearing his jacket. He responded immediately, Are you free tonight?
She was. Dinner? She replied.
He said he was busy but thought I could pick you up around 10 and go for a drive. She
waited for an offer. She waited for him to suggest another time to go out, to meet up, to talk, to
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walk, to dance, to do all of the things that lead to falling in love. His next text said Weatherman
predicts rain.
She wrote back, I think the forecast is clear skies. Nothing’s gonna get wet tonight.
She made it through the morning with black coffee, the rest of Rosa’s leftovers, and attempting to focus on reading for her psych class: participants tended to demonstrate biases in
their perceptual judgments that aligned with their motivations and wishes.
Carla expected Chris to text though the rest of the day, and the day after that, and the day
after that. So at the intersection of mild heartbreak, feeling foolish, and pms, Carla wanted the
comfort of good food, and she secretly hoped for a revelation from the pastor. She knocked on
Rosa’s door to go get some tacos.
“I think I still have some cold Chinese food in the fridge,” Rosa said.
“Not anymore, you don’t.”
“Dammit Carla, I wanted that,” Rosa said.
“Well now I want to treat you to tacos. Let's go,” Carla said.
After sitting down with their tacos, Carla told Rosa about her night with Chris: how sweet
he was at the cafe, how he kissed her up against the car, how he believed in signs.
“You can sometimes believe a guy when he’s drunk, prima, but rarely when he’s hard,”
Rosa said softly but intentionally. Carla didn’t like that. Rosa continued, “Were you safe?”

Instead of answering, Carla finished chewing her taco and looked down to read her fortune: Thinking about why you’re late won’t change the time.
Carla’s period was supposed to come in five days. It was too late to take a Plan B. So
Carla knew her period wouldn’t come. Carla pushed her fortune over to her cousin. Rosa read the
fortune and looked back up to see Carla crying. “I’m pregnant,” Carla said. Rosa picked up their
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trash, threw it away, took her prima by the arm, and led her back to the car. In the passenger's
seat of Rosa’s car, Carla held her knees and cried. Carla cried that she was pregnant, and she was
going to have to drop out, and Chris was an idiot, and she should have made him use a condom,
and fuck she should have made him double wrap, and she couldn’t get rid of it, and he’s not going to want to be involved, and she didn’t even know if she would want him to be, but God kids
are so expensive, and she promised her mom she wouldn’t have a kid so young. She promised
her mom she wouldn’t end up in the same situation as her. She was supposed to have a different
life than her mom. She had promised her, promised her, promised her.
“There’s adoption, prima,” Rosa said, when Carla finally paused to take in a shaky
breath. “But that’s only if you’re pregnant. There’s no way you can know yet. No use worrying
until you know for sure.”
“I just know,” Carla said and cried harder. She leaned the seat back and put her feet up on
the dash. She curled her body around the life she now carried and breathed with her head on her
knees. She felt the heat of her breath on her cheeks and said again, “I just know.”
After five days of eating Hot Cheetos and drinking seltzer Carla woke up knowing she
would have an answer that day. She walked carefully with a tight stomach to the bathroom. She
pulled down the pair of faded green and yellow striped panties she had dubbed her period panties. They were her least favorite: old, loose, and she often started bleeding when wearing them.

She hoped they carried some power to encourage her blood to flow. But with the stretched elastic
around her ankles she saw what she expected to see: nothing but the faded stain of periods that
had come and gone. While she sat on the toilet, under the unanswered text she sent to Chris, she
wrote: Will you meet me at Tacos Del Pastor? I have your jacket. Carla wasn’t sure Chris would
come just for her, but she thought he might want his jacket back.
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Rosa sat at the kitchen table as Carla grabbed her keys. “Where are you going?”
“I’m gonna go get some tacos,” Carla said.
“Getting answers from a taco truck is about as good as a psychic, but at least you get a
meal out of it,” Rosa said.
“I’m not looking for answers,” Carla said.
Carla ordered Chris tacos and placed them across the table from her like an offering. He
was only fifteen minutes late. “Thanks for my jacket. I thought it was lost for good, and I’ve had
it for a while,” he said.
“I mean, it wasn’t like you didn’t know how to get ahold of me,” Carla said and started
eating, trying to build enough momentum to tell him. Carla had planned what to say. She rehearsed it that morning in the mirror after she pulled up her dry panties.
So that night, when we had sex, and you didn’t want to use a condom. No wait, we didn’t
use a condom. Don’t sound accusatory.
They ate in silence for a few bites.
Well it looks like I’m pregnant. And I can’t get rid of it, I was raised Catholic, and I just
couldn’t. But I’m not looking for anything from you, just thought you should know.
He was really intent on looking at his tacos.
Just so, you know, you don’t see a vaguely-familiar 7 year old in the future and think

you’re crazy or something. No, don’t make a joke. Keep to the facts. Let him process. Let him get
out of there.
Carla finished her taco. She tried to begin talking. She couldn’t meet his eyes. Instead,
she looked down and then read on grease-dotted paper: Sometimes, someone needs to grieve
something they never had. Carla shifted, felt her wet underwear, and sobbed from relief—or
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something else, she didn’t really know. Chris finished his last taco in one bite. He thanked her
for the tacos but Carla didn’t hear him.
Later that week Carla went back to Tacos Del Pastor with Rosa. Carla wanted to celebrate, to say goodbye, to say thank you, to say thank God, to say someday please, and to
acknowledge all of the things she had to hold at once in her empty uterus. The truck had gone—
but the oil on asphalt looked like, Carla pointed out, a perfect outline of a hummingbird.
“What do you think that means?” Carla asked no one in particular.
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First Kiss
When Renée transferred from the UNM campus in Los Lunas to the main campus in Albuquerque, she needed to find a cheap place to live. After searching Furnished Finder, Rotating
Room, Craig’s list, and Facebook marketplace, Renée found a post of a friend of a friend that
read: Comfy room in a cozy, shared house near UNM. Looking for a clean, friendly, female
renter with positive energy. Must be okay with a small dog. The price was low enough that
Renée immediately sent a message expressing interest and assuring the woman, Estela Garcia,
that she was, indeed, a clean, friendly, female renter with positive energy. When the response
came, Renée learned she was not talking to the owner of the property. Estela’s mother’s house
had the extra room. “We’re hoping that whoever rents can be a sort of live-in companion,” Estela
wrote. After finding no cheaper option, nor one quite so close to campus, Renée signed a lease.
The first things Renée noticed were the angels. As Renée walked up to the house, she saw
a shelf shoddily installed over the front door. There were 5 angel figurines placed on top.
There wasn’t enough space between the top of the door and the roof without the angels
being slightly covered by the gutter. So their gaze was unnervingly fixed at the base of the dirty
white fixture—all except one. One had downcast eyes and head bowed in a posture of humility,
so his baby face, only visible when standing just underneath the door, looked directly down at
whoever entered. Renée paused at the absurdity of keeping breakable figures outside and above a

door, and then knocked. She looked down at her feet to avoid the humble angel’s gaze but almost
immediately heard the door open. Waly, the aging abuela, and Renée’s new housemate, must
have been waiting for her.
“Hola, Linda,” Waly said when she opened the door. Waly stood with one hand on her
wide hips. She wore a white night shirt with faded yellow flowers, a long gray cardigan, and
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light blue house shoes. “Come in, come in, I’ll show you your room,” Waly said, as she stepped
to the side to let Renée in.
There were more angels inside the house. They covered the top of each dresser, side table, and cabinet. They were on almost every surface in the living room and kitchen. Waly asked
her as she stepped inside, “Did you see my Angels?”
Renée wanted to say that she thought they would be impossible to miss. Instead she said,
“I did see them, Señora. They’re beautiful.” She saw the way Waly postured just inside the door,
looking at the forest of ceramics. She was proud of her angels; that was clear. Renée knew Waly
wouldn’t understand someone not complimenting them.
Waly made a noise in the back of her throat to acknowledge the compliment. “Renée,
right?” she said. “Your name is a man’s name.”
“Si Señora, but in France it is a woman’s name.” Waly made another noise in the back of
her throat.
“Renée,” Waly said as though she were amused by the sound of it, and chuckled to herself. “Do you want me to call you Renée?”
“Yes, Renée is fine,” Renée said. What else should she be called?
“Okay, Renée,” Waly said. She then led Renée around the various groupings of angels
and toward a short hallway.

In the hallway, on one wall, family portraits hung. Wooden circles and squares quilted
the wall. Renée saw two families posed in various stages of life: a mom holding up a new baby, a
grinning kid in a stiff polo for school photos, children with signs that read “first day of school,”
and several soccer team photos. Waly paused and faced the wall. Renée took this as her cue to
step forward and talk about how beautiful everyone was. “These are my kids,” Waly said.
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“Estela. Her hair was always curly like that,” she said, as she pointed to the woman Renée recognized from their Facebook exchanges. “And that is my angelito, Julian,” Waly said, as she
pointed to a handsome man with a confident smile, standing next to his bride.
Waly herself only stood in one family photo. The photo had been taken in a backyard.
Both families clustered around Waly on top of short, dry grass. The sun was in everyone’s eyes.
It looked like they were grimacing. There was only one other photo of Waly, taken in high
school. If Waly hadn’t pointed it out, Renée wouldn’t have known it was her. The school uniform she wore was as far removed from her nightgown as possible: the uniform was all crisp
pleats and saturated colors. Waly stood at the center of a group of friends, looking like the leader
of them all. She leaned into one hip while turning her thigh out to the camera. She didn’t smile
but she looked happy all the same. She looked sure of herself.
“That’s me,” Waly said again, as if reflecting on the fact. Her hands had returned to her
hips: a phantom gesture of confidence. Or perhaps she dared Renée to doubt that the lithe, solid
teen was her.
On the wall opposite the photos stood a glass cabinet. Waly pointed and turned towards it
next, gesturing so Renée would admire what was inside. Each shelf of the cabinet was filled with
dioramas. Small communities with small streets, small houses, and tiny people were pushed up
against each other on display. There were at least two dozen.

Renée now doubted a tour of the rooms, appliances, and shower would happen. The orientation to her new living situation would be shuffling from corner to corner of the house, expressing admiration for different collections. Renée saw a pile of national geographic magazines
under a chair in the living room. There was a line of empty vases on the bar that separated the
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living room from the kitchen. There was a basket of dolls by the couch, each wearing what
looked like hand-knit clothing.
“I have collected these since birth,” Waly said, drawing Renée’s attention back to the dioramas.
“Wow,” Renée said. She couldn’t think of anything more interesting or honest to add.
“I made a lot of them myself,” Waly added.
When Waly opened the door to Renée’s room, Renée was relieved to see it was void of
angels. However, there was one solitary poster of Jesus on the wall opposite her bed. Once Waly
left her to get settled, Renée said a quiet, “sorry” as she took it down. On the back was the month
of July. It had been torn from a calendar.
Renée didn’t look closely at the dioramas until she took a video for her mom back home
who thought she was exaggerating. While Waly slept, Renée whispered into her phone, “Have
you ever known a hoarder? I think I’m living with a hoarder. What do you think counts?” She
made a skyview tour of the world that lived in Waly’s glass cabinet.
“I don’t think that’s hoarding,” Renée’s mom said. “Everything looks chosen. There’s
just so much of it.”
Some dioramas were beautifully assembled. There were tiled houses, minuscule flowers
in pots on windowsills, and detailed bricks. Renée wondered how many of these places Waly had

actually visited. One looked like the northeastern United States, complete with snow and the
most perfect park bench.
Other dioramas were populated with found objects and people made of polymer clay.
These were, Renée came to learn, the dioramas that Waly had made herself. Waly must have
gone through a phase with clay—short-lived, but prolific. There were dozens of clay people all
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made with little skill. She felt sad thinking the people of ill-shaped and ill-proportioned balls of
clay were Waly’s creations, and that her short fingers could do no better. Of the homemade dioramas, the tropical diorama was Renee’s favorite. Small handkerchief hammocks hung between
clay trees. Renée was proud of Waly for thinking of it. A nude troll doll with a jewel belly button
and Caribbean-blue hair stood on a popsicle stick patio.
One morning, after weeks of living with Waly, Renée pushed aside a pot of black beans
in the fridge and was startled by a Tupperware of clay heads; the eyes pressed up against plastic
walls and corners. But aside from this evidence of projects-in-progress, Waly seemed to have
shelved her desire to make scenes of the outside world. But more than this, Waly seemed to have
given up any interest in the world outside. Waly never left through the front gate. Yes, she went
onto the front patio to water her plants once a day, and to the back courtyard each morning to let
her dog Zuli inside. But Waly’s daughter paid for a grocery delivery service, and did her banking
online. Waly never spoke of friends.
So as her live-in companion, Renee brought news of the outside world to Waly. Each afternoon, when Renee got home from her classes, she avoided eye contact with the baby angel at
the front door, fist bumped another angel just inside, and greeted Zuli. She then walked the hallway in between the photos and the cabinet of dioramas: the space between the dozens of places
Waly hadn’t been, and the pictures of people Waly never saw, and stopped at Waly’s doorway.

Each day they had almost the same conversation as Renée stood at the door, and Waly
answered from under her knitted, yellow blanket. The TV usually offered a dull roar of game
shows in the background, and the Angels on her bedside table guarded the dirty plates Renée often picked up from Waly’s room.
“Hi Waly.”
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“Hola, preciosa.”
“How has your day been?”
“Oh I have a headache, but I’ve done nothing. I’m knitting.”
“Oh I’m so sorry, but your knitting looks beautiful!”
“Ay gracias, linda.”
“Want to have un cafecito with me?”
“Oh I couldn’t eat today. But I’ll join you.”
Sometimes Waly had stomach pain instead of a headache. Some days her wrists were
bothering her. But every day Waly said she had done nothing, she knit, and she couldn’t possibly
eat. But when Waly made her way in her nightgown and faded blue slippers to the table, she always managed to eat the bread, cookies, or crackers Renée laid out for cafecito.
Renee filled the time chatting while Waly either buttered crackers or tore off chunks of
her bread and dropped them in her coffee. She told Waly about her job as a barista, her classes,
and the people she met. Waly, in turn, offered her observations and life advice. “You exercise
too much,” Waly offered one day. “You have a beautiful figure, you should wear better dresses,”
she said another day. Or, “You should have a boyfriend. Why don’t you have a boyfriend?”
Renée became used to deflecting the thinly veiled criticisms about her life. When she heard Waly
speak with her daughter on the phone she recognized a similar relationship. Waly would ask

Estela why she didn’t do something like: make more meat for her sons, or stay away from milk
because she heard it caused cancer. Though Renée only heard one side of the conversations, she
knew Waly was probably met with the same vague, placating answers Renée often gave. Renée
wondered at what age her kids stopped taking their mother seriously. At what age did Estela feel
like she needed to arrange her mother’s life for her?
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One afternoon, after their cafecito, Waly said “You don’t take enough sugar in your coffee, that’s why you have a headache.” Renee was lying on the couch with her feet up. Renée
closed her eyes to let Waly talk, regretting that she said something about having a headache at
all.
As she lay there, Renée’s toe touched something on the end table. She felt it was cold
through her thin sock. She pictured the angel that stooped down to hug a sheep. The angel wings
surrounded them both in feathers. Meanwhile, Waly told Renée the exact right temperature of
water she should drink for a headache. “You can’t have hot water, that’s bad for you when it’s
hot outside,” Waly said. Renée moved her toe to one side of the Angel. Sheep and Angels
wouldn’t be natural friends, Renée thought. “And cold water will just freeze your brain more,”
Waly said. Renee moved the Angel just slightly to the left; it moved easily, like melting ice on
tile. Angels would have to be grounded in order to spend time with sheep. “Plus,” Waly continued, “it will make the food in your stomach so hard to pass.” Renee brought her foot back to the
other side and moved the angel back. And sheep would only dirty the bottom of their angel robes.
Waly sat down on the chair to continue talking, “And you with your sensitive stomach, you need
to watch it. This is why I say you should eat more fish.” Renée tapped the Angel with her toe to
the left. The laundry for angel robes would be a nightmare. “Are you listening, mija?” Waly
said. It was a game now; how close could she move the Angel to the edge? “Mija?”

Zuli started howling when the angel hit the tile. Renée sat up. “I’m so sorry, Waly,”
Renée said. And Renée was sorry, but she was more glad to have a reason to move. Waly clicked
her tongue and put her hands on her thighs to help her stand up. “No, I’ve got it,” Renée said.
“You don’t move.” Renée grabbed the broom, moved Zuli to her room, and started sweeping.
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“Maybe I can fix it? Do you have super glue?” Renée said. Most of the Angel was in one piece.
The sheep lay separate, seemingly asleep on a what now looked like a rug made of feathers.
The next day Renée went to Goodwill to search for angels. Renée couldn’t help but notice the Goodwill looked like Waly’s house: groupings of different items displayed. The difference was, no-one but Renée walked through Waly’s house these days. Renée found old pyrex,
candle holders, and three crockpots. But she didn’t find any angels. On the way out, Renée
checked the art. In a vintage gold frame, she found a print of two young angels. One angel was
kissing the cheek of the other. She purchased it for three dollars and three cents and took it home.
Renée Googled the print before giving it to Waly. “It’s called First Kiss, Waly,” Renee
said as she passed over the gift. Waly looked down at the two young angels; Cupid wrapped his
arms around Psyche and kissed her cheek as she looked away. Waly’s curly hair, still black in
her sixties, framed Psyche’s head in the glass reflection.
“Paul didn’t kiss me until we were married. I wasn’t that type of girl,” Waly said. Renée
knew Waly had been married, but Waly had never mentioned her husband before. Renée waited
for more, unsure of how to handle a topic that wasn’t health advice or criticism of Renée’s status
as a single twenty-something. “And he tried. He would put his hand on my thigh and I would,”
Waly swatted her left hand with her right, “say no!”
Renee pictured high-school-aged Waly in her pleated skirt: young and thinking herself

mature, fragile and thinking herself unbreakable. Waly continued talking about her husband. “He
was so handsome. All the girls wanted him,” she said. Waly looked at Renée and lifted her eyebrows. “But he wanted my tetas,” she said. And then she cackled, apparently still pleased with
the victory she held over her schoolmates.
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Then as suddenly as she cackled, Waly started sobbing. Renée looked around as if answers would be found in one of the many objects dotting each horizontal surface. Nothing offered help. Renée looked back at Waly who held her body unnaturally still, except when she
sniffed in through her nose. Renée thought this might be a long-time-coming type of cry. Waly
knew her kids through short bursts on the telephone, and her husband wasn’t in contact at all.
Renée picked up the napkin she used for her bread. She folded the napkin over a spot of butter
and the half-circle of coffee where her mug had sat. She handed the napkin to Waly.
‘I’m so sorry, I’m sure you miss him,” Renée said.
“I told him, you know I told him I just didn’t like him to touch me. I just never liked it.”
Renee stopped fidgeting. “He would,” Waly slammed her palm on the table, “do that—when I
said those things.” Waly was still looking at the painting of Cupid and Psyche on the table in
front of her, and without knowing where else to look, Renée looked too. Renée hadn’t noticed
before, but Psyche held her arms up in front of herself as though she wanted to keep Cupid
where he was. Psyche leaned slightly back.
Waly suddenly stopped crying. Renée stayed silent, at a loss for what to say. Waly
hummed in agreement to her own story. She voiced the noises of sympathetic friends gathered
around a table. Though Waly had never mentioned friends, Renée imagined one friend would
have patted her hand. One would have clicked her tongue. Renée then hummed herself, mimick-

ing the noises Waly obviously thought were appropriate. “You know,” Waly said, no longer crying but looking at Renée through glassy eyes, “if you put a little saliva on your finger, like this,
and put in on your zit, it will go away.” Waly put the tip of her finger in her mouth and placed it
on her own doughy, clear cheek. Renée hummed a pleasant surprise, then she put her own finger
in her mouth and placed it where she knew a zit was growing.
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“He loved my skin, my husband,” Waly said. The angels on the table behind them
seemed to be looking anywhere but at Waly. They were busy kissing the beaks of birds, holding
their arms open for a blessing, or holding their palms together in prayer. Only one warrior angel
stood at attention; the angel had a sword, and held it back in sculpted strength.
Waly breathed in, and the sound of mucus flapping in her nose prompted Renée to get up
for a tissue and a glass of water.
“That water is too cold, mija. And I think I have a headache,” Waly said.
“Okay, Waly. I’ll make some juice if you want to lie down.”
“I think I’m going to lie down.”
“Okay.”
After Waly had slowly moved down her hallway to disappear into the safety of her room,
Renée started running hot water over a frozen cylinder of tropical juice concentrate. As the water
ran, she removed an angel in flight from the table that sat between hers and Waly’s bedrooms.
She replaced it with the warrior angel, hands curled around the hilt of a sword.
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Ginger Biscuits and Saltwater
I was named after my father, a half-harbour seal. He’s called a selkie, like me. I’m called
Selkie, so everyone knows I was fathered by a shape-shifting thing from the sea.
“He came to me in the shape of a handsome man,” my mum told me. “He shed his seal
skin and stepped out of it like a sleeping bag,” she said. My father would have had to pass the
cafe, the ice cream shop, pub, and chippy to find our house. I wonder if he wanted to stop at the
chippy. He had only eaten fresh cod before, never fried. And he had never eaten chips at all. But
I don’t think he stopped. I think he went straight to my mum. Fish and chips are nice. But my
mum is nicer still.
I had to do a family tree project for school; without a picture of my father as a man, I
glued a picture of a seal to my green cloud of paper. A seal on a branch of a tree looks silly.
While glueing at the kitchen table, I asked my mum why he came to her. “I need to know for
school,” I said.
“All it takes is seven tears in the sea, and a selkie will find you,” she said. Mum was sifting flour over a bowl for scones.
“What did you cry for?” I said.
She stopped sifting and looked out of our window for a moment before she said, “Grown
up things.”

“Does it hurt to grow up?”
Mum picked up butter and started tearing away pieces to drop it in the flour, “Sometimes
it does,” she said. Mum is honest like that.
I hopped off of the kitchen chair and moved it toward the counter. “Can I help?”
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“You have to be gentle with your hands, love,” she said as she showed me. She worked
the butter and flour together between her thumb and her fingertips.
I grabbed the dough. “Gentle hands, gentle hands,” she said.
“Maybe growing up won’t hurt me because I’m half of a half-harbour seal,” I said. I
worked the butter into the flour as gently as I could.
She kissed my cheek and said, “I hope that will be true.”
Later, I cut out seven blue teardrops and glued them to my tree; it looked like my tree
was growing them like apples.
My mum had a fisherman husband before me. Then she had her selkie man. Then she had
me. Her fisherman left before I could meet him, so I only know he wasn’t very nice. Those are
my Aunt Kerry’s words: not very nice. There’s a photo of him but I didn’t put it on my tree—
he’s not my family, not really. My Aunt Kerry told me he would leave for months at a time and
come back smelling like fish and beer. I asked Aunt Kerry once what she thought my selkie father smelled like. “Since he was magic he was exactly what your mum needed him to be,” she
said. “So he probably smelled like your mum’s favourite things.”
I imagine he smelled like ginger biscuits—ginger biscuits and saltwater.
When the fisherman didn’t come back, my mum was called a widow; then we were called
the widow and Selkie, her selkie pup.

One day over tea, my Aunt Kerry took my mum's hand. They talked about someone who
had come to town. I went just outside to find seal-colored stones to put on my window sill. I listened.
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“She looks too much like her father,” my mum said. I guess I have dark eyes just like
seals do; Mum’s eyes are grey. But I don’t know what else I got from my father. After tea, my
mum packed up pj’s, my stuffed seal, and sent me to Aunt Kerry’s for a sleepover.
I like being at Aunt Kerry’s. She lives on the water, and I like how many biscuits she lets
me eat. Plus, from her backyard I can walk to the waves and listen for seals barking. That afternoon, I picked up stones that looked like seals and barked to see if I was answered until Aunt
Kerry called me back inside. “You need to dry off before supper, young lady,” she said.
During supper Aunt Kerry said “Selkie, honey, eat your carrots.”
“Seals don’t like carrots,” I said. Aunt Kerry just stared at me, waiting for me to know
she meant business. “Seals love cakes, Aunt Kerry,” I said.
Aunt Kerry laughed. “Your father was a man when he fathered you. So mind me and eat
your carrots,” she said. Seals eat fish and octopuses, which I would like to try, fried up with HP
sauce. I also heard they eat crusty shins. But I would never. As I picked at my carrots, Aunt
Kerry called my mum three times, but mum didn’t answer. I didn’t have to finish my carrots.
Aunt Kerry and I packed up my things. I had to put my seal stones down to hold the casserole
dish on my lap. My legs sweat the whole drive home. I wondered if seals sweat.
When we got to my house, we found my mum lying on my bed. Aunt Kerry ran to her
and pushed her hair out of her face. I started to cry because my mum should have been hugging

me and she wasn’t. Aunt Kerry ran back to me. “She’ll be okay, love. Go stay with her while I
make a call,” she said.
When I walked closer, I saw faint purple spots on her arms, and one just below her eye. I
couldn’t touch them because they hurt her.
“Are you turning into a seal?” I said.
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“No, love,” she said.
“Are you growing up?” I said, “Does it hurt?”
“Selkie, love, I’m already grown.”
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Ya Basta
Jen picked up a necklace of tiny orange disks made of shells. The disks were stacked and
so fine they curved and fell over the contour of her palm when she held it. The artist, who stood
behind the table of jewelry, waited a few seconds before saying, “You can try any of this on. No
problem.”
“They are very beautiful,” Jen said, pronouncing each word clearly.
Her boyfriend would tease her for using her English-teacher voice. He often teased her
and then requested, “Teach me something, Miss Jennifer.” Carlos learned English from watching
F.R.I.E.N.D.S and youtube videos of jiu jitsu professors. She was jealous of his conversational
fluency. But she was also grateful. His high level made Jen and Carlos possible. He spoke her
first language to her, and she spoke his first language to him. The continued learning by each
them became an act of love as they drifted between the two languages, cultures, apartments, and
cuisines. She introduced him to cornbread and chili. He showed her the right thickness to cut
plantains. She taught him how to curse convincingly. He taught her the subjunctive.
“That’s the most Latin thing,” Jen whined during a lesson on the subjunctive. “How is
there another verb tense because you feel differently?”
“How do you communicate that you are not certain?” Carlos said.
“We say it.”

Carlos thought that was the most American thing.
Jen tried on a pair of earrings: columns of purple and orange shell. She swung her head
quickly and enjoyed the weight on her ears. She imagined herself at the New Years Eve celebration later, dancing on the beach. These earrings would match the dress she planned to wear.
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Though she normally bartered, she immediately pulled a new bill from the zippered pocket of her
purse.
Across the street, among crates of mangoes, pineapples, and dragonfruit, Carlos stood. He
had rum in one hand and a liter of coke in the other. She crossed the street to him. “Jen. Bien.
Hold this,” Carlos said, handing her the rum. Carlos squeezed a couple of limes, paid for them,
and the two of them continued down the street.
They walked by bedsheets laid out on the concrete sidewalk. The sheets had a print of cartoon chocolate ice cream cones with faces. On top of the sheet, were rows of paper maché dolls
that would be burned at midnight. Jen put down the rum and picked up a paper maché Goku,
Carlos’ favorite Dragon Ball Z character. It was the size of a six year old. “Piñatas with no candy
inside” is how she described the Monigotes to her sister on video chat. “They’re meant to signify
your last year.” Her sister made the joke that her ex would look good as a paper maché doll. Jen
explained they often look like random characters. “The important thing is that it burns at midnight, so you go into the New Year free,” Jen said.
Carlos had explained monigotes to Jen months prior, as they sat at her dining table. “My
veci,” he began.
“Your what?” Jen asked. She didn’t look up from the Wisconsin job board she was
browsing.

“Mi vecina, veci, sabes?” Carlos said. He started slowly taking off his shirt and danced to
the reggaeton music in the background. He sometimes stripped if he felt Jen was too distracted.
“Oh, neighbor! Sorry, your veci,” Jen said. She shut her computer and threw his shirt
back to him.
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“Yeah, my neighbor burned her husband one year. She dressed the paper man en su ropa
vieja and,” he paused as he put his arms through the sleeves of his abandoned striptease,“he
died.”
“In a fire?”
“No, it was un infarto. How do you say?”
“Heart attack.”
“Yeah a heart attack. He was a fat bastard,” Carlos said with a smile, using the new word
Jen had taught him. Jen didn’t know if there was any truth to that story or if he fashioned it to use
the phrase ‘fat bastard.’ Either way, she told her sister the same story, saying she wouldn’t want
to murder by paper maché.
“Let’s get El Capitán,” Carlos said, picking up Captain America. He stood, propping up
the hero on his thigh. He cradled it with his arm as he held onto the limes. Jen moved closer,
took the limes from him, and quickly kissed his shoulder before putting the limes in her backpack.
“Nos vamos, ya,” she said. Captain America was more expensive. They ended up buying
Gokú, and then walked back to the hostel to mix drinks and have sex even though it was humid,
and she felt sticky, and the shared shower was occupied, and the six hours on the bus ride meant
her legs cramped, and she climbed off of him before she came.

Afterwards they went down to the beach. Carlos went to find some cheap beer at a tienda
and told Jen he’d meet her at a cabana. She sat at the bar with Gokú propped up on the seat next
to her. Gokú gazed past her, his painted eyes fixed on the ocean.
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Jen ordered herself a Cuba libre at the bar. “Bien fuerte,” Jen added. She planned to truly
celebrate tonight: she wanted strong drinks and loud music. She wanted to exist in today only,
the last day of the year, before she woke up to the year that waited for her.
“Claro,” the bartender said. She believed he would, in fact, make the drink bien fuerte.
New Year's Eve on the beach meant drinks would be strong for any girl that a bartender wanted
to stay at their cabana and dance, and they wanted every girl to stay at their cabana and dance.
Jen got her drink and looked around. Carlos had said he would find her at the bar, so Jen waited
for him as others came up to order.
“Where you from?” the bartender said after a few minutes.
“The United States.” Jen said, running the pads of her fingertips over the counter. She felt
the unseen syrup of spilled drinks that had dried. “Can I have more lime, please?” she said, and
held up her cup.
“Where? Nueva York?” he said as he dropped another lime wedge in her drink. “I have
familia en Queens.” Jen’s regular taxi driver, her boss at the municipio, her veci who owned the
small tienda, and her landlord all had familia en Queens.
“Wisconsin. It’s okay. Nobody knows it,” Jen said. The bartender looked at her and
turned his head, not understanding. “Nadie lo conoce. No te preocupes,” she repeated.
“You on vacations?” he said while throwing pineapple into a blender and reaching

around for the rum.
Jen turned back from scanning the sidewalk and rested her elbows on the sticky brown
counter, peering between two blenders.“Nope. I work here.”
“¿Aca?”
“Well not here exactly. Pero Cuenca. ¿Has conocido Cuenca?”
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“Of course I know Cuenca,” the bartender said.
“I’ve been here three years,” she said. She always felt the need to explain that she wasn’t
a tourist.
“Tiene sentido. Tu Español está super bien.”
“Ay gracias,” Jen said. She was always searching for that compliment.
“You have husband?”
“Nope.”
“¿Novio?”
“Yes.”
Her novio walked over just as she was telling the bartender she was leaving in three
months when her contract was done, and she was excited to see her family.
“Of course I’ll really miss Ecuador,” Jen said.
“Ya basta,” Carlos said as he came up to her side, leaning slightly on Jen as he put his
arm around her. “Tenemos que aprovechar el momento,” he said. He threw his other arm out to
include everything that should be enjoyed: the cooking kebabs on the sidewalk, the tiendas with
red plastic furniture and half-circles of mini fridges holding coke or beer or Guitiig, and the man
passing out menus outside of the hotel restaurant. The man’s light blue polo matched the highest
point in the sky as the sun set.

“I know, I know. I don’t leave till next year,” Jen said.
“Exacto,” Carlos said. “Ey Broder. Dame un shot.”
He threw his head back to take the shot, put the shot glass on the counter, quickly followed
it with an empty Club bottle Jen hadn’t seen him drinking, and took Jen’s hand. “Feliz Año,”
Carlos said. Jen grabbed Gokú with her free hand.
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“Happy New Year,” the bartender said. He winked at Jen as she and Carlos walked away.
Carlos’ hand was wet from either sweat or condensation, so Jen moved his hand to her
waist to dry it on her cotton dress. He squeezed her panza, and she smiled. He often said he loved
it because ‘es un poco mas agarrar.’ He led her past the beach chairs, where they left their monigote, to join the other couples already dancing in the last hours of the year.
“Your favorite song. Escucha,” Carlos said. The token bachata ballad played and Jen
laughed at the opening lines of “Propuesta Indecente.” It was not her favorite. It was, however,
one of the few songs she knew all of the lyrics to.“Una aventura es más divertida, si huele a peligro,” she sang. This was a sentiment she disagreed with. Yet, on the beach, holding onto Carlos,
she could pretend she wouldn’t run at the first sign of danger.
He moved his hand to her hips, and her shoulders relaxed to match the bend in his knees,
the sway of her hair, and the ease of his smile.
“Look at them,” Jen said, indicating with a nod of her head toward a couple behind them.
Carlos turned his head, almost hitting hers, and they stopped dancing. They watched a couple in
matching white move like two people in a snow globe; except they shook the world around them,
and sand fell from damp hair instead of snowflakes. The woman’s curls matched the sky and the
man’s hairless head competed with the moon.
“I’d go to bed with both of them,” Jen said.

“Let’s invite them, I don’t give a fuck,” Carlos said and leaned back a little to watch Jen
laugh as she always did when he said the phrase she taught him. “Me vale mierda,” Jen said to
return the favor. She turned her attention back to the couple and ached seeing the surety of their
movement together.
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As they continued to dance, a large group of men gathered closer to the water. They threw
gas on wood, building bonfires in the final hour before they danced into the new year. Groups
gathered, each carrying the monigotes that would be thrown in the fires to maintain a steady
burn. Carlos pulled Jen back to the bar for another shot.
From the bar, Jen saw people walk past with their past selves, past demons, in the shape of
Pikachu, Venom, Minions, Mario, or the Hulk. No effort was taken to draw lines between the
year that came before and the shapes they took. It would all burn without poetry. It would burn
without making sense. Jen pictured everything that she tried to make sense of held in the empty
bellies and limbs of the glued, paper body of Gokú. Husbands’ affairs and the vecina who told
everyone el chisme; that would burn. Walking in to find her whole office watching porn during
lunch; that would burn. The man who she woke to masturbating on the bus next to her; that
would burn. Princesa, Mi Reina, Gringita, Sucita, Tesora, Preciosa; that would all burn. Buying
street meat on nights out in warm weather; that would burn. Walking on sidewalks of red tile to
buy algunos panes or tamales freshly made; that would burn. Carlos—she and Carlos making out
like high schoolers on the grass by the river when the sun was high and the water low; nights
when she’d finished teaching and he had finished at the gym when they ate well and drank too
much; the dreams he had for biking down the continent to see penguins in Cape Horn—“Mirales,
Jennifer. Los pinguinos. Chevere.” Their promises to remain good friends; “I love you,” and “te

quiero,” and “I’ll miss you.” All of it became the organs, the heart, the blood, the semen, and the
marrow of the cartoons that held the place of wood before becoming a mound of burned past.
Carlos picked up Goku from where they had planted him in the sand and held him upside
down above his head. The black starfish of the Goku’s anime hair reached down toward the short
fade on Carlos’ head. “Jen, ven acá,” Carlos said, backlit by the bonfire. She twisted their drinks
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into the sand to meet him, count to three, and throw Goku into the fire. Goku sat on top for a moment before it was knocked from its place by Venom. They laughed. They laughed loudly. They
walked back to their drinks and said “salud” and drank and drank some more.
After Jen lost count of drinks she looked up from her empty cup and saw Carlos had
stripped down. He postured the way he did in photos: shoulders back, chest forward, and feet
wide. “What are you doing?” Jen said. She narrowed her eyes and looked closely at his belly button. She didn’t understand how he went from fully clothed to his briefs without her seeing any of
the process. He turned and ran toward the fire.
“Carlos,” Jen said. She stepped forward and called his name again over the music, the
heads singing and talking and wishing, the hands holding hands, and the sand darkened by
spilled beer. He didn’t pause. He sprinted. His arms were pumping a stronger rhythm than the
music. He jumped into the fire. She had seen the monigotes; he would burn. No, he flew over the
fire. He landed in a mess of elbows and knees at the feet of the couple in white, flecking them
with sand. From across the fire, Jen watched the bald man say something as he pulled Carlos up.
Carlos said something in return and they laughed. He was always charming.
Jen re-tied her dress as Carlos tripped his way over to the bar, bought another Club, and
made his way back over the small dunes of the beach to reach her.
“Having fun?” Jen asked.

“Claro, guapa,” Carlos said.
“Ya basta. I think you’ve had enough. Let’s head back?”
“But everyone is here!”
“Everyone, who? We don’t know these people.”
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“Si, nos conocimos. Son Ricardo y Majo,” Carlos said as he pointed to the couple in
white. Ricardo and Majo were back in their globe of two as they circled each other.
“You want to interrupt them?”
“No. I want to swim.”
“You want to swim?” Jen asked as he turned toward the ocean and ran into the water. He
held his beer above his head as if the waves, which came to his knees, could reach it.
The wind tickled her sweat and she rubbed her piel de gallina, attempting to warm the
tiny goosebumps away. She sighed and untied her dress covering her bathing suit. She tripped as
she stepped out of it and walked to Carlos. His bottle was empty when she grabbed it from his
hands.
“Gracias, lindita,” Carlos said.
“Cuando gustes,” Jen said.
“I don’t give a fuck,” Carlos said.
She smiled and caught the hand reaching down her bathing suit. “Me vale mierda,” she
said, letting go of his hand and allowing him to push his fingers into her. They circled each other
on the edge of the ocean in the dark. They ignored the noise of the promising year to come.
“Ya basta,” Jen said. She laced her fingers into his and brought his hand back above the
water. “Let’s go back. You can’t stay in here too long.”

“Everyone is here. Here. Quedate. No te vayas,” he said.
Jen inhaled and felt the goosebumps on her arm. He repeated, “No te vayas.”
“I think we should go back,” Jen said. She pulled him towards the fire.
He stayed still and she was pulled back to him like the water going back out. “I don’t
give a fuck,” he said. He looked at her expectantly, like he was waiting for her to smile. Jen
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turned her head to look at the bonfire, “that you want to go back,” Carlos added. Jen’s head
turned back to look into Carlos’s eyes. She thought that must have been a joke. She waited for
him to smile.
He blinked and looked past her.
She unlaced her fingers from his and turned to run, no, stumble out of the water. She
closed her eyes. They were tired and stinging and salty. Her throat hurt. She picked up a stick
and tossed it in the fire. She picked up another stick, no, a sandal. Fuck. Her head hurt. She
turned to see if Carlos had followed. He hadn’t.
Carlos was still in the ocean. She watched as Carlos sat down. His hand and his hip hit
the ground first. He sat and settled down in the loose sand and shallow water. He faced the dark.
The fire lit up the tan rectangle of his back. The water foamed around his stomach. His chin met
his chest. His arms slackened.
Jen ran. She pictured him leaning back and going under to inhale saltwater, choke on seaweed, breathe in his vomit, and exhale never. She ran, no, tripped, then sprinted toward him. She
was afraid he’d fall back from his seated position. She pictured the adhesive holding him together: the cooking, sex, language lessons, all of it, dissolving in saltwater.
She met his back with her hands and put her knees down just behind him. He leaned his
torso back into her chest. His legs had already bloated as they took on water. His head fell back

on her shoulder and he turned his face toward her neck. He smiled and his teeth in moonlight
looked light blue as they poked through his parted lips.
Jen helped him stand. He faced her. She breathed in and he matched her. She smiled and
he vomited down his front. Carlos sunk heavier onto Jen.
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The light of the bonfire skipped over the frothy tops of the waves and she saw the dinner
they ate. Plantains and tomatoes floated on top, buoyant and swaying, in time with Carlos who
she tried to steady. The shrimp ceviche and bits of paper maché moved past her. Small bits clung
to her pale shins. The food went back out as she exhaled, trying not to vomit herself. She thought
about the returned shrimp and the dissolving newspaper like a ritual for the year to come. The
next wave took a thin strip of flesh from Carlos. A tail like a kite trailed from his calf. The glue
holding him together mixed with the bubbles of sea foam. Carlos looked at, no, past his feet
when the joint of the ankle couldn’t hold him any longer. He fell against Jen. His cheek leaned
on her collarbone as if he could anchor himself on the tiny shelf. Thin flakes of his fingers
dripped into the sea.
“I don’t give a fuck,” Carlos said.
“I know you don’t,” Jen said, “I know you don’t give a single fuck.” His chest was muddied with his Club and chewed food. “Ven,” she said. With her hands under his arms, she walked
the monigote further into the waves. He tried to dance on heels of frayed gauze. He tried to sway
his softening hips with hers. He ignored her hands that she dipped in and out of the sea, wiping
his chin as he laughed.
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Curdled Mayonnaise
There was a girl who drowned her town. Strong swimmers and those in the neighborhoods that laced the edge of town survived. But the houses, schools, stores, parks, and people
closer to the water were filled to the brim. All of the houses on Nube street, built on the hill that
leads to the statue de la Virgen, were safe. And after the water went back down, it became a tradition each year, on the full moon in April, for people to trek to her and pray over their town, so
it might never be drowned again. Some people say the girl’s emotions got the best of her. Some
people say, well, she was on her period.
Sami, the girl who drowned the town, was like vanilla extract: concentrated, sweet-smelling, and strong. She was a force in her volleyball uniform. She loved her dog Luna, CNCO, and
the taste of limes. She was a girl—as complicated and simple as that. And before Sami got her
period, before Sami drowned the town, Sami fell in love for the first time.
The day Sami fell in love, she stood at the snack cart when Daniel Rodriguez got in line
behind her. She bought a cup of mango and asked for extra limes. Sami loved limes. Her special
talent was spitting seeds farther and more accurately than anyone. Her room, on the second floor
of her house, looked over the backyard, which held the washing machine, clothesline, and hibiscus plants. By age nine she could hit the red flowers with seven out of ten seeds. By age ten she
had moved on to the moving target of her dog Lunita.

As Sami squeezed the lime slices, making sure each mango slice was coated, she saw
Daniel get his papas fritas and join his friend at a nearby table. Sami saw him drench his papas
fritas in mayonnaise. His forearm at fifteen had more hard lines than soft as it squeezed the bottle
of mayo. After Daniel put the mayonnaise down, his friend reached over. Daniel kept talking, but
moved the papas a few inches closer to his friend. He quickly made the snack not his, but theirs.
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Though the lime and mango was still in her cup, her tongue seized up like it touched citrus, and Sami fell in love like you fall into things like: step, or line, or puddles. This was not the
love she would experience at twenty two, with naked afternoons and fighting over the color of
the sand just to fight. This was not the love she would feel at twenty six, holding hands while
shopping for bread or milk. This was not the love she would feel at 29 when she looked down at
the blotchy skin of the baby that she pushed out of her body—the one who screamed as loudly as
Sami as she entered the world. No, Daniel was the love that needed little to be convinced it was
something no one else had experienced before. It was her first love.
“I’m in love, Mami,” Sami said to her mother that night when she got home.
“I know, honey,” Sami’s mom said, as she looked in the hallway. She pulled the ends of
her hair down.
“Your hair looks fine, Mami. I’m in love. His name is Daniel,” Sami said.
“Excuse me, you’re what?”
Sami was bored with repeating the fact and moved on to why she was in love. “He always knows the answer in English and he plays fútbol like a Brazilian,” Sami said.
“How do you know how a Brazilian plays?”
“I know they’re really good. Also, he’s almost as tall as me.” Sami was the middle hitter
of the volleyball team. She was very tall for fourteen.

“What’s his last name?” her mother said.
The day Daniel noticed Sami he was done with soccer and buying a gatorade—the blue
kind. She walked by him in her volleyball uniform after practice1.

1

There is a way that young legs walk—before a woman learns to worry how their legs might look when
they walk. It’s often lost at puberty and sometimes earned back when the woman reaches thirty. But before it’s lost, they walk in that way that takes them to a chair with an I’ll-fold-my-legs-however-I-choose
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Her idea was this: to walk by and sit on the concrete wall outside the tienda and look
down at her phone. Her idea was to not look at him. Boys pay attention, after all, best to girls
who don’t need to be loved, and those whose need is written in every line of them. Daniel did
pay attention. He noticed her folded legs. He noticed how the criss cross applesauce in which she
sat, made a small, palm-sized cushion of thigh right above the bottom sole of her sneaker. Daniel
didn’t know what to do with his hand there, but he knew he felt a certain way about it. He
walked over, sat on the chair across from her and delivered the line, “Hey.” By the end of his
blue Gatorade, Sami had her legs draped over his knee. She pretended not to notice classmates
walking by. Daniel pretended he wasn’t noticing that little cushion of thigh. When Sami and
Daniel shared their first kiss later that week, he said he could taste lime.
After a few weeks, Sami’s Tio Jefferson said, “I heard you’ve been around with the
Aguilar boy.” Tio Jefferson came to Sami and her mother’s house Monday through Friday for
lunch, and he spoke to Sami from his usual spot on the couch. Sami ignored the invitation to talk.
She didn’t want to discuss the true and pure love that she and Daniel had. Tio Jefferson wouldn’t
understand. He was always sweaty, was often farting into the orange cushions of their sofa, and
she often saw him with his hand tucked slightly under the waistband of his pants as he napped.
She didn’t want to hear his thoughts on Daniel. She didn’t want to hear his thoughts on anything.
But she did need to heat up a plate of leftovers for his lunch.

attitude. And this is done without wondering how that little bit of the thigh looks under the table, or how
much it spreads on the chair unless the ass is perched on the very edge of the seat, and without making
sure the thigh muscles are kind of flexed so that little curve looks strong and not fat because how horrible
to be fat. It’s done without worrying how a stomach might sit over the top of a waistband because nobody
wants to place their hand on a roll because how horrible and gross is that. Before all of that, there is a way
a girl folds her legs in a chair with actual indifference. Imagine not thinking about it. That’s how Sami
walked by.
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As she put rice in the microwave, she thought about how she and Daniel could be kissing
on the slope of grass by the river, or holding hands while they shared a jugo before volleyball
practice. Instead, she sat with Tio Jefferson who had a habit of sipping juice while food was still
being chewed in his mouth, so his food became a meat and rice cereal—sugary juice moving
through food being pushed around by his tongue.
In the kitchen, after successfully ignoring her Tio, Sami flipped bistec on the stove and
spooned a small mountain of rice onto his plate. She then emptied the mayonnaise from the
blender into a bowl. After pouring two glasses of lemonade, she leaned against the counter and
considered the mayonnaise as the meat sizzled. She stirred the bowl of mayonnaise and shaped it
into what resembled a bowl of soft serve. She lifted the spoon. She skated over the top layer with
the pad of her finger to put the salty cream in her mouth. As her finger touched the mayonnaise,
the mayonnaise broke into white clouds floating on top of yellow oil. She held a teaspoon of rancid sky. She walked over to the sink and she let it fall. The separated egg white stuck to the steel
like flu snot, matching the colors of the calcium deposits around the faucet. She left it there a
moment as she walked back to the bowl of unspoiled mayonnaise.
“Oye, niña. I’m hungry,” Tio Jefferson yelled from the living room.
Sami continue to ignore him and sunk two fingers into the mayonnaise up to her second
knuckles. She watched the stiff mound slacken. Oil seeped through the top of the mound like pus

from large pores.2 She lifted her hand and held her dripping fingers over the bowl, afraid to move

2

In many parts of Latin America it’s believed that a woman menstruating can curdle mayonnaise or milk.
Some believe that a woman menstruating can’t bring a mayonnaise together at all—that the shedding of
an egg and the uterine lining somehow inhibits the egg whites from emulsifying. In other places it’s believed if a menstruating woman butchers meat it will rot, if she churns butter it will not harden, or if she
tries to can jams they will not set.
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them. She stood there breathing through her nose. Her mom came through the kitchen door holding a bag of limes. She looked at the bowl under her daughter's shiny fingers and said, “Right.”
Her mom set down the limes, walked up to Sami, and slapped her across the cheek. Sami’s ears
rang and when she opened her eyes she saw her mother’s hand lifted for a moment before she
felt the second slap on the other side.3
Immediately the stinging was replaced by her hot palms. “I’m sorry, I’m sorry, I’m
sorry,” her mom said. “Honey, I’m so sorry.” She wiped tears from Sami’s eyes that had sprung
up from surprise more than anything. “I had to. It’s your first. Isn’t it?” Sami’s mom continued.
“Now you will have rosy cheeks forever. If I had warned you, you would’ve flinched. Now
you’ll have rosy cheeks forever.”
Sami had started to bleed. While Sami tried to ignore her heartbeat that she could hear in
her head, and the stinging on her cheeks, her mom gave her list: “Don’t touch mayonnaise; don’t
eat limes; don’t eat chocolate; don’t eat anything fatty, para nada; don’t eat anything spicy; you
can’t hold a baby; you can’t go in the ocean or the waves seran bien fuertes, like super strong,
actually you can’t swim at all; don’t use a tampon, it will take your virginity; you can’t take a hot
shower; you can’t touch milk, now that I think of it, it’s like mayonnaise; don’t use the blender;
you can’t jugar futbol, y volley tampoco; don’t touch dough; don't go near plants, but trees are
fine; you can’t do exercise; you can’t tomar un cafecito, it’s too hot, mija; don’t drink cold water

though; walk only a little bit; don’t run; don’t sleep too much. Now go lie down, mija. Did you
really stick your finger in the entire bowl of Mayonesa?”

3

Though it’s unclear exactly where it originated, many Jewish women remember being slapped on their
first period. The reasons given for it was to A) bring color to the cheeks, and upon becoming a woman,
have rosy cheeks forever and B) show what was waiting for them if they were to mess around with boys
too much.
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Sami nodded. Her mom sighed and started separating eggs for a new batch of mayo as
she continued to talk about the side effects of her monthly enfermedad. Sami reached for the bag
of limes. “Oye, did you not listen to me?” Her mom started the blender and slowly poured oil
from the top in a thin stream. Over the noise she yelled, “Tia Marta ate lime in hot water because
it helps with the bloating in the morning. And she was dating the fitness guapo who told her it
would be the ‘best thing for her metabolism.’ So she had it every morning. She had too much,
maybe one month or something, because the acid caused her cramps to be so bad that she balled
up and got stuck like that for a week. She couldn’t even walk.”
Sami would never roll her eyes at her mother. But when she heard her mother's lime
story, her eyebrow shot up just a little. Sami theatrically started reaching for the bag of limes
again and her mom told her it wasn’t funny. Sami pouted and turned to pour herself a glass of
juice. Sami slammed the cabinet after getting a glass. She was told her “attitude needs work señorita.”
When her mom left to take the fresh mayo to her Tio, Sami decided most of the list could
be ignored. Her Tia Marta was dramatic. She took a lime from the bag. She sliced it in segments.
She shook salt from up high. The counter was covered but there was an even dusting of salt on
her slices. She placed a lime wedge in between her lips and skated her tongue over the salt. She
then buried her teeth all the way up to the gums in citrus.

When the pain of the cramps hit her, the ground seemed the safest place to be.4 Sami’s
lower belly tightened in a deep part she had never felt before. Sami lay down next to her dog in

4

Many things are said to either cause cramps or make them worse. Citrus is one of them. However, the
folic acid found in citrus fruit, like Sami’s limes, can help break down leafy greens and fiber-rich vegetables which can help relieve menstrual pain. Cold water is also commonly said to cause cramps. Others say
hot water will worsen pain. Inversely, some believe hot water can relax cramps and some believe cold
water will soothe. In short, no one agrees about what temperature water is best. Nothing is said about
lukewarm water helping or hurting—but it’s hardly refreshing or relaxing.
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the courtyard outside. Luna was pregnant and panting on the concrete. Sami picked a seed out of
her fur, mad at herself for using Luna as a target. The dog couldn’t move as fast since getting
pregnant. Then, lying face up with Luna’s belly in her periphery, Sami made her thumbs and fingers into a triangle. She placed the window over her belly button. With her fingers pointing down
to her newly grown hair, she pressed down. She texted Daniel that she couldn’t go to the river
with him. He texted back a heart, split in two. She folded her legs in a way that pressed her
thighs into her belly, and the pain dulled slightly. She sat with heels to ass and knees to chest,
and for the first time she thought about how to fold her legs to suit her body.
The next day her legs moved slower. She felt like she was walking through water. When
she got to volleyball practice she quietly asked her teammate, “How can I play?” Sami was given
a candy-sized package. She was hardly aware of her vagina. Now she was meant to put something inside of it. She was given a compact. She was told to go look between her legs and find
the hole. All of that seemed easy enough, but a little terrifying. When she opened the bright pink
wrapper, she realized she didn’t know where to hold it or how to insert it. Should she sit or
stand? She walked to the farmacia down the street and used her lunch money for the next day to
buy her own box. It held instructions, which she read in full four times: With dry hands, unwrap
the tampon. Sit or stand in a comfortable position. Hold the tampon with the fingers that you
write with. Hold the middle of the tampon, at the spot where the smaller, inner tube inserts into

the larger, outer tube. Make sure the string is visible and pointing away from your body. Open
the labia and position the tampon in the vaginal opening. (See picture 1) Gently push the tampon
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into the opening, aiming for the small of your back. Stop when your fingers touch your body and
the applicator, or outer tube, is completely inside the vagina. 5
She was forty five minutes late to practice. She had a half hour of practice in which she
was afraid to jump too high in case the tampon fell out, or got displaced, or didn’t catch all of the
blood. What she really wanted to do was lie on something soft, press down on her lower belly,
and never extend her water legs again.
After practice Sami walked home, gently running her fingers along the edges of the hibiscus petals as she passed them. When she reached home her Tio asked, “Are you sick? You look
terrible, niña.”
“I feel terrible, but I’m not sick,” Sami said.
“Do we have juice?”
“No, we’re out,” Sami said, even though she was sure her mom had made some guava
juice that morning.
“I’ll call and order us some pizza for dinner, then, okay?” Tio Jefferson said, which made
Sami feel bad for lying about the juice. But Sami was sweaty. She had a dirty, skinned palm
from a dive. All she wanted to do was take a hot shower. She started the water and stripped to
look at herself in the mirror. She felt puffy. Her long, girl limbs looked rounder, and she didn’t
look like herself. After pulling the tampon out, she stepped in the shower and watched a thin

5

This is the correct way to insert an applicator tampon. I think it may illustrate how important it is for
someone to have seen the word labia before their period and know what that is referring to. I think it may
also be important for someone to be introduced to their vulva and know where things are located before
they are faced with the option of putting something inside of their vagina. I had a friend who, when she
got her first period, didn’t know how many holes she had. For those who are not familiar with the word
labia, there are two sets on a vulva. The labia majora on the outside, and the labia minora on the inside. In
between the labia minora is the opening to the vagina as well as the urethra. At the top, if looking at a
model, drawing, or a vulva in the flesh, there one can find the clitoris. This is unrelated to the insertion of
a tampon but really good for people to know. Did you know the clitoris kinda looks like a wishbone?
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stream of red flow down her inner thighs. She let the hot water strip her of her day. She closed
her eyes, leaned her head back, and noticed her lower back ached less.6 When she moved back to
grab her shampoo, she felt her feet in thick liquid. She looked down and doubled over to see how
quickly her blood was leaving her. It filled the bottom of the tub and threatened to spill over her
toenails, painted a lime green.7 She shut off the water and watched the blood drain slowly. She
turned her pale green towel a light brown as she cleaned her thighs, calves, and feet. When she
stood up, her face in the mirror was pale, except for the blood flushing her forever-rosy cheeks.
Once out of the shower, Sami sat on the bench by her front door, waiting for her mom to
get home. She picked Luna up, and picked at the knots in her hair. She rubbed the dirt clots on
the end of Luna’s tail in between her fingers.
“I’m so sorry I don’t wash you more. You must feel so dirty, sweet girl,” Sami said.
Her mom walked in. Sami looked up from petting Luna. She wanted to hide her face in
her mom’s chest and fill her nose with the familiar scent of tide detergent. She wanted to have
her hair stroked and her back rubbed. But her mom threw her bag down, stepped out of her
pumps, stepped into her house shoes, and walked past Sami. “I can’t believe you,” her mother
said. Sami followed her toward the kitchen. “I rode the bus home with Majo’s mother. Majo told
her mother you used a tampon.”
Sami had embarrassed her mother. “Your virginity is for your husband only,” her mom said.8

6

Fatigue and lower back aches are commonly experienced during a period.
In some places it’s believed that a hot shower during menstruation will result in a heavy flow.
8
Because the tampon is inserted into the vaginal canal, some believe that a tampon can break a hymen
and therefore take someone’s virginity. This links the concept of virginity to an unbroken hymen. However, a hymen, the thin membrane that surrounds the opening of the vagina, doesn’t really break, but rather stretches. And it can stretch by certain forms of exercise, as an individual simply grows, or by sexual
activity. Furthermore, it’s possible the insertion of fingers, a penis, dildo, tampon, etc. can leave a hymen
completely undisturbed.
7
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Her Tio yelled from the couch, “You can’t get pregnant for the next couple days. Might
want to call the Aguilar boy, since you’re already sticking things up there.” Sami was, once
again, glad she lied about having juice. Her mother told Tio Jefferson to get out of the house if
he wasn’t going to be helpful.9
But Sami thought that maybe he was, for once, helpful. He said she couldn’t get pregnant, and it didn’t matter if she had sex anyways because the tampon took her virginity first.
Plus, her mom already believed she was having sex since she could stick a tampon up there. The
next day, she told Daniel she was on her period, but he could come over.
Daniel’s penis went in and came out with her red on it. He stared for a moment before
closing his eyes and continuing. She kept her eyes open and stared at the popcorn ceiling as Daniel moved between her. Before this, the most clear picture Sami had about sex was when she saw
Luna being humped by the tan street dog, the one everyone fed papi pollo to at the bus stop. The
dog had such a soft coat Sami wondered if papi pollo was really as bad for her as her mother
said. It was really such a handsome dog Sami understood how Luna found herself in that position: just off the road, standing relatively still except for the small adjustments she made with her
paws as the tan dog thrusted from behind. Luna looked at her while Sami wondered if she should
grab the hose and help a girl out. Sami thought Luna’s eyes looked guilty. And as Daniel moved
inside her she saw the ceiling stare back. She thought the ceiling probably saw her as Luna, with

guilty eyes and a still body. Then she thought, what a weird thought to have with Daniel doing
this thing with you, and you should say something. Should you say something? Or should you

9

One can get pregnant during any phase of their cycle. It is most likely during the one to three days that a
woman is ovulating, when an egg is chilling in the fallopian tube, ready to greet a sperm. It is unlikely
during menstruation. However, even during menstruation the possibility is there. Keep in mind, sperm
can live up to 5 days after ejaculation in the uterus. And some women have shorter cycles than others,
meaning the overlap between a sperm ready to fertilize an egg and a woman releasing an egg from her
ovaries is possible.
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just make a noise? Or maybe just do something more with your hands. Where the hell do you put
your hands? And that kinda hurts so maybe you should say something. But wait it’s over. Is it
over? I think it’s over.
“I love you,” Sami said as Daniel rubbed her arm.
“My cousin says you’re not a real man if you won’t have sex with a girl when she’s on
her period. So it’s not a big deal,” he said.
Daniel left before her Mom was supposed to get home.
As Sami lay awake that night, Luna had her puppies. They had the shiniest, softest fur.
Sami wanted to hold them more than anything: more than Daniel, more than playing volleyball
without pain, more than limes after school. She just wanted to hold the wriggling balls that were
Luna’s four puppies. She called the smallest one Andes, for the mountains, because Sami knew
that he would climb the hill and the two flights of concrete stairs to come meet her after school.
“It was the runt,” her mother said after the puppies got sick and Andes didn’t get better.10
Sami didn’t touch anyone for days.
She went to volleyball late so she wouldn’t have to stand in the huddle. She left her Tio’s
plate on the coffee table instead of handing it to him. She didn’t step into the backyard at all, unable to face Luna and her other three puppies. She thought about not touching anyone ever again.
But at the end of two days, Daniel complimented Majo’s hair as they ate lunch. He said it looked

nice that day. So Sami took his hand after school that day, walked him back to his house, and let
him touch her.

10

Most stories cautioning against holding infants while menstruating are about human infants. Stories are
told of babies that get sick with upset stomachs, indigestion, and will refuse to eat after being held by
someone menstruating. This suggests the upset stomachs, indigestion, and loss of appetite that some experience during menstruation could be transferred by touch, simply by swaying their little bodies while
holding them close to sore breasts.
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But Daniel still fell out of love like you fall out of things like: sync, or line, or bed. Sami
would look back later with a woman’s wisdom and understand that the appeal of Majo was that
Daniel hadn’t kissed her yet. He had already known Sami and had kissed Sami and while he enjoyed her lime kisses, he could always have them. Daniel knew she would continue to have him
as long as he would have her. So Daniel broke up with Sami.
He texted the morning after he finished inside her one last time, after she offered him
lemonade one last time, and after she walked him home one last time. He said that he didn’t
think they made sense anymore, that he didn’t think he was very good for her, and that he wasn’t
really what she wanted. Sami then thought about what she wanted. She wanted to slice a line
down a perfect lime. She wanted to eat fries with un-curdled mayo. She wanted to sit in a bath
and then dry her non-virgin legs off and sit with Luna’s puppies and let them lick her all over.
When she got the text she knelt in the kitchen. The ground seemed the safest place to be. Luna
came to her, her low-hanging nipples swaying.
“Are you okay? Are you on your period?” Tio Jefferson said from the living room. Her
flow had slowed but Sami could answer that yes, yes she was still on her period. She hoped there
was still time. Sami put in a tampon and walked, then jogged, then sprinted to the water. The
waves would get stronger, her mother said.11 Her insides and the moon and the tide and the
waves would swell at the same time.

She stepped into the water. Her pelvic muscles contracted in a dull rush. The water went
out, like a low tide. As her muscles pushed down, the water went down further. She bent at the

11

In some parts of Latin America it’s believed the waves get stronger if a woman on her period steps into
the ocean. The connection here is most likely the moon. The moon marks the passing of a month with its
waxing and waning in the same way a uterine lining builds and sheds within the same time frame. This
same moon controls tides that come and go, just as muscles contract and release.
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waist to reach her mayonnaise-curdling fingers into the water. She lifted the salt to her lips and
imagined the taste of lime. Then she heard the water. She sent the wall of ocean into town.
Tio Jefferson was on the couch with a plate on his belly. His feet propped up on the
couch cushions. After the waves hit him, the rice that was left on his plate floated to the top. It
was eventually eaten by fish.
Daniel was on the soccer field. He had time to run, and he heard the wave chase him
down. He felt the spray of a coming wave on his neck before he was underneath it.
Her mom was bleeding too, and when the wall reached her, she tumbled like clothes in a
dryer. Her heels hit a chair first. Her shoulder caught the corner of the hutch. And then so
quickly did the following blows happen that the breaking of the body and possessions couldn’t
be kept track of.
Sami walked to the next town. It was a long walk and she loved that her legs carried her
the distance. She bought papas fritas. Sami tucked her legs under her to get her body closer to the
table. As she rested her two suntanned arms on the white plastic table she inhaled the smell of
salt, oil, and hot sauce. She lifted a papa, gold as honey, to her face. Drops of red hot sauce fell
onto the table as she leaned in. She burned the top of her mouth on the first bite and exhaled
steam.
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Wood Works
Very few people find a love in high school that stays with them, but I did. I started working with wood in a high school woodshop class where my first project was a toolbox. The
toolbox was simple, meant to hold the tools we borrowed from the school. I remember I felt so
proud after finishing, looking at the perfect 90 degree angles of the corners, how the wood
pieces, if cut right, sat flush with one another, and how smooth a piece of sanded wood could be.
We were meant to share the tools from the school with other students. However, being the only
left-handed student, I had my own. I claimed each tool with a piece of masking tape on the handle on which I signed Estefy in careful, straight letters. By the start of my second year, I took off
the tape and signed the handles themselves. I still have the hammer from that class.
Mr. Marquez, the wood shop teacher, taught in short, clipped instructions. He walked
from one workbench to another, arriving at a student's side slightly out of breath. I think it was a
combination of inhaling too much sawdust over the years and the amount of pork he ate that sat
heavy around his middle. Regardless, he would watch for a moment, catching his breath, and
then give out general advice like, “Keep the fingers away from the hand saw,” or the classic,
“Measure twice. Cut once.” In spite of lackluster instruction, I took to woodworking like an axe
manages to cut a tree—piece by piece with muscled decision. I made a stool, then a table, then a
bookshelf. It was a strange place to find sanctuary. But workbenches aren’t that different from

pews.
By my Junior year, I was working on a chair with carved backboards and lathed legs. I
had learned to craft things worth paying attention to. But this year, when we visited the Loretto
Chapel, I learned how woodworking can work miracles.
The story the class was told at the chapel was something like this:
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The builder of the Loretto Chapel in Santa Fe, Projectus Mouly, died before finishing his
work. He left the chapel without a staircase to reach the choir loft and the space he left for it
wasn’t enough for a normal staircase. Maybe he saw the problem he worked himself into and
died to save himself the trouble of figuring it out. The problem was a serious one: the loft
couldn’t be reached and without a choir in the loft, how would God know the congregation of the
chapel adored him, loved him, feared him?
The nuns at Loretto Chapel prayed for someone to come finish the staircase for nine days.
I imagine them on un-lotioned knees, rubbing their rosary beads down to nothing for wanting it
so badly. On the ninth day of the novena, a man arrived at the large, wooden doors of the chapel.
I imagine he looked like me after a long day at the shop, the thighs of his pants faded by sawdust—and dark, wavy hair that shined like lacquered mahogany. This man who arrived never
gave a name, never spoke much to anyone, and worked night and day for months. He used hand
tools only, and he left without accepting pay. Some believe that the man who came, built, and
left was St. Joseph himself: patron saint of Carpenters.
I can only imagine the sisters upon their first glimpse of the staircase. I myself almost
cried. In my few years of falling in love with wood, that was the first time I saw a miracle
worked with it. The staircase rose in a helix shape, like wooden DNA, spiraling upward to bring
people step by step to the balcony. With no newel, or a central pole, it was found to be held up

by only measured, cut, and carved pieces of wood. No nails were used, but rather wooden pegs.
The pieces were cut so exactly for one another, put together so intimately, the staircase couldn’t
shift, aside from the slight expanding and contracting that happens when it rains. It supports it-
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self like something alive. Later, they added railings for safety, which I find disrespectful. The ascension to get closer to God shouldn’t be for the faint of heart. Weary, poor, sick, and lonely,
yes. But not cowardly.
Inspired, curious, and perhaps a little bored, I began working miracles. I started with my
feet; I thought it would take the least amount of skill. All I needed was sandpaper and the belief
that woodwork, sawdust, and nails could channel the divine. As a result of walking barefoot as a
child over the sharp gray rocks of my backyard, the bottoms of my feet felt like a dogs: thick and
padded. The skin was dulled in a way that suggested I didn’t wash them. So my first miracle was
on the dull, brown callouses of my rock-hopping feet. After class one day, I stayed late in the
shop and sanded my feet down to an irritated red. They were so sensitive that when I put my
socks back on, I could feel each fiber of the cotton. I was aware of every step I took—until I
wasn’t. Then, I flip-flopped through the halls of my high school with my smooth feet in my favorite sandals, the ones with fake turquoise beads on the straps.
In the beginning, athletes were my best customers. I sanded down shin splints for the
cross country team. And during football season, my putty knife was put to good use as I pushed
wood filler into hairline fractures. My classmates called me St. Josephine. I worked not upon the
lighting of candles but by the sounds of hammer on nail, the whine of a drill, and the grit of sandpaper following the grain.

When Chris came to me with a broken arm, I wasn’t sure if wood glue would be enough.
The x-ray of his forearm showed a clean split through his radius. The tennis season started in
three weeks and he wanted to be seen by scouts. Though expensive, I told Chris about the hardest wood in the world, Lignum Vitae, or the wood of life. It’s known for being perfect for a lathe.
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He said he could work with whatever price as long as he could swing a racket. I lathed a new radius for Chris. It was almost a shame it had to be hidden inside his arm—because of the resin
content, it shined like no other wood I had worked with before. It’s still one of the prettiest things
I’ve ever made.
Though I was mostly seen for injuries, my callouses were an aesthetic choice I made. So,
I shouldn’t have been surprised when my best friend Jessica asked me to sand away her cellulite.
Antony Lopez then asked if I could carve him a better line for his triceps. After that, word
spread, and I stained, whittled, and lathed my classmates. I made them proportions, tints, and
shapes they thought were beautiful. My work was talked about as miraculous. But is becoming
something slightly more beautiful a miracle? Or is the fact that a person is held together with no
nails as they run, swim, climb, kiss, give birth, or get their heart broken—is that the miracle?
I practiced on myself. My right arm became a collage of different techniques. I used the
inside of my forearm for staining. My elbow was impossibly smooth, like the back of a dolphin.
My forearm was chiseled muscle; I carved it looking at one of my father’s Men’s Health covers.
My veins looked like rattlesnakes on sand every time I curled my cuticles, darkened by wood
stain, into a fist.
Miracles are hard to keep quiet, and I didn’t try to keep them secret. So, just out of high
school I was contracted by the rich and became rich. At my shop, people confessed their insecu-

rities and told me their prayers for beauty. Cassie, heiress and influencer, documented her whole
journey. She first asked me to whittle her nose. I whittled the most dainty nose, taking particular
care at the end because it’s hard to carve a perfect curve. The fire emojis flooded her feed, which
I thought was insensitive. Wood burns. I then lacquered her hair. I put an extra inch in her femur.
I sanded her cellulite, put filler in her pores, filled in her crows feet, sanded better cheekbones,
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stained her skin a summery tan, and her lips a cherry wood. Her thighs needed “a whole weekend
at the shop,” in her words. We worked closely, so after I lathed them smooth they would be “lean
but definitely not too strong.” I carved abs, but not a six pack. I put in support beams so her butt
and breasts could never fall. Then her nipples weren’t quite pink enough, she didn’t have thick
enough brows, and one of her labia was longer than the other. I have a house in Oregon, just a
half-day’s drive from the Redwood forest, thanks to Cassie.
One day, on a break from consultations with prospective clients, Jessica came to the shop
for lunch. “Why don’t you work on yourself?” she asked in between bites of her turkey sandwich.
“Proper saints aren’t beautiful,” I told her. “It’s not Godly to be too attractive,” I said. I
wasn’t sure though, not really. Who doesn’t want to be wanted? Maybe true saints don’t want to
be wanted, but I did. I was lonely and I was no Saint. Even though my insta handle was @st_josephine, I was under no delusion that my miracles worked for the glory of God. If anything, they
spit in the face of it. If all are created in his image, and I say that I will gladly change the image
for the price of a Mercedes, what does that make me? So, that afternoon, as I practiced an aspen
with my wood burner for a client's calf, Jessica downloaded dating apps on my phone. She put
‘miracle woodworker’ as my profession, and that was fine. But I told her, “Delete the phrase
‘sexy saint’, so help me God.”

In my first picture I was hunched over my workbench, carving the leg of a chair. In the
second my face was covered by safety goggles, but Jessica said my biceps were a thing to behold. In the third picture I’m smiling with a paintbrush. I always did like staining. I enjoyed the
movement of horse hair over wood and watching the stain reach every line of pine or crevice in
my carving.
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DM’s piled in.
“I’ve got some wood for you.”
“Can you handle this trunk?” Dick pic.
“What if I did the drilling?”
I went on a few first and second dates. After a time, they each admitted that my patchworked arm was too bizarre, or my job too weird. Then I met Manny. When I showed him my
forearm, he showed the chef scars he had from years in the kitchen. My favorite days were coming in from the shop to him holding out a taste of whatever new bolognese sauce, entree, or
homemade ice cream he was perfecting. He worked late, so I worked early. We shared afternoons together. We loved in the sun. It was a breakfast, french press, and pastry type of love. After a few years I pictured a crib. I wanted to build it with hand tools. I wanted to use wooden
pegs and pieces made to fit together. I wanted it to be my own Loretto Chapel.
Manny and I fell apart after I met Victoria, a young mom of two. She came to me and
lifted her shirt to show the white lines of growth: stretch marks that proved her body would love
and do what it could for her babies. She asked what I could do to fix them.
I told Manny that night that I didn’t want to. I didn’t really know why.
“You don’t?” he said.
“No. It feels like erasing evidence of another miracle worker. Or something.”

He was carefully slicing tomatoes, and I saw the corner of his mouth twitch.
“What?” I said.
“Nothing,” he said. “I just love how everyone calls growing a baby a miracle. It kind of
seems like a cliché. But every woman can do it. You can do things no one else can. That’s a miracle.”
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He stood over the stove continuing to cook. He was making burgers and flipped a patty.
“Well I just don’t want to,” I said.
The beef sizzled and as he pressed it down with the spatula he said, “So you’d really
never do anything on yourself? Not even take a few years off when you get older?”
That night I looked at the corner of my eyes in the bathroom mirror. I considered the lines
that reached from them a privilege—my own rings like a tree that I could count. I thought about
the sun damage on my forehead and the dimples on my thighs. I wondered if Manny, though he
had never directly said it, wanted me to change something. It wasn’t right after this conversation,
but Manny eventually left with his knives. When people questioned me about why we ended, I
thought about that day. I thought about the day he showed that he thought constructing beauty
more miraculous than growing life. I thought about how sad it made me to think he would want
me to stay young looking if I could. Still, it hurt to be without him. There is nothing I could ever
do to fix a heart. I already knew that. This was the most frequent question I received from potential clients.
It was in the midst of Manny heartbreak that Chris, who I hadn’t seen since high school,
asked to see me. I knew from social media that he had a successful University career and he now
played tennis professionally. His lathed radius had held up. When he made an appointment I assumed that he’d ask for the work I always did for those in the public eye: shine, stain, and

smooth. So I was surprised when he asked if I could treat his forearms and calves to be more
weather resistant. He asked me to make him better, not more beautiful.
“Is there anything else you want me to do?” I said.
“I tore my meniscus a while back,” he told me. “It’s never felt the same.”
“I’ll put in extra support. You won’t even notice it’s there.”
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“Oh I’m not worried. This arm was at the beginning of your career,” he said as he held up
his arm. His muscled forearm looked like mine. “I can only imagine what you can do now.”
I helped him become better-suited for what he was meant to be, and I loved that this is
what he asked of me. So, when he asked me over a treatment if I would like to go to dinner, I
said yes. After we took to sleeping in each other’s beds, before falling asleep, Chris liked to wiggle his finger over the carved vein on my forearm and kiss my porcelain elbow. And when I held
him, hardened by exercise, it sometimes felt as though I was hugging a tree. I learned with a
singer years prior that there was little work I could do on a tongue. Chris taught me over and
over how one can’t really improve on a tongue. Especially his.
Chris thought of me as an exceptional carpenter more than a worker of miracles. He
asked so many questions about my work. I hadn’t noticed the absence of questions until Chris
asked so many. I found that I was elated to explain. There was, in his simple inquiries, acknowledgment that there was skill, work, and a craft. There was respect that I hadn’t seen was missing
before, from clients or from partners. Clients showed me admiration, awe, and gratitude. But
they were mainly in awe of the miracles, for which I was only a vessel to deliver them. Manny,
similarly, would often use the word “unbelievable” when I told him what I had done. I loved that
Chris asked me how each job had been done.
Similarly, I loved to watch Chris excel in his own craft. I never grew tired of watching

him play. And I was never fooled by how effortless he looked on the court; how easy it seemed
to be to hit the tennis ball with precision, sprint across the court without losing his breath, change
the pace of the volley. And though I helped make him with joint supports, and injury recovery, I
knew his achievement was the work of a dedicated laborer; a man who toiled, trained, and honed
his body to reach excellence.
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The second year we were together, he took first at Wimbledon, the US open, and the
French open. But before he could take the Australian open, the Pinocchio clause for athletes was
implemented. Chris was banned from playing. When I heard the news, I expected Chris to show
up to my shop as a piece of wood without blade guides, being cut in places he didn’t expect. But
he didn’t. I held his face in my hands as I searched for pain. The feel of stubble on his cheeks reminded my hands of sandpaper. He only smiled, sad but genuine. “I’ll always know I was the
best at the thing I love,” he said. The words I’m sorry sounded silly, so I kissed him instead.
Chris didn’t have to wait long to find something else to do. Chris was a machine on the court; no
one could stand up to him at the end. He was hired as a coach.
I made the decision to retire from miracles shortly after; I would join Chris in a quieter
life. Images of a perfectly carved crib were, once again, working their way into my thoughts, and
then my designs. When I showed the finished design to Chris, he said, “It’s beautiful.” He then
led me by the hand to our room, where he laid me down on the bed I made for us, and we worked
a miracle together.
One the day I made the formal announcement that I would retire, I received more messages, emails, and calls than the entire year that came before. It seemed every member of the 1
percent was asking to be seen before I stopped. They would pay double, triple, give stock in their
company, etc. Want to create a demand? Cut off the supply to the current solution. Still, I slowly

managed to cut my workload. In the third week of taking no new clients, I got a call from Cassie.
She offered triple for just a consultation. “You don’t even have to agree to take me on,” she said.
She showed up to my workshop: sculpted, painted, perky, and holding the hand of a toddler. Her
daughter, Jane, at three years old had cheeks that fit perfectly in a cupped palm. She had arms so
round there were lines like parentheses segmenting her baby fat. Her nose looked like her
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mother’s before I worked on it. And just above her brow was a large, brown birthmark. It had a
slightly different texture than the rest of Jane’s skin and extended from the top of her brow, over
the right side of her forehead, all the way up to her hairline.
I hesitated. I really did. Cassie offered me ten million.
“I just want the best for her,” Cassie said.
I sanded the birthmark and stained it to match the rest of Jane’s face. When I was done,
Cassie cooed over her little girl. She carried Jane to the middle of my garden and filmed herself
and her child. I wept.
I found wood rot after that job. I wonder if God got tired of my charade. My left hand became useless as I rushed to finish the crib. A dark fault line started in between my thumb and index finger. It threatened to splinter up to my elbow. I knew better than anyone how wood rot
spreads and how quickly it could infect the rest of me. I left the crib half done, went to Chris, and
told him what I needed. He measured twice, cut once.
My miracles with wood stopped, and for a long time I stopped working with wood altogether. But eventually, when our daughter Juniper got older, I went back to it. I relearned with
my right hand. I made chair after chair to practice with my non-dominant hand. Each chair was
imperfect in some way and became items the rich bought to keep in the corners of their living
rooms either draped with blankets, or frequented by a cat: original St. Josephine chairs. But I im-

proved. My right patch-worked arm learned what it needed to do. I carved toys and a larger bed
for Juniper. When she got older, she asked if I could carve her a set of spoons she could take to
culinary school; she would work at her own craft. Years later, I managed to carve myself a hand
that looked fleshy and human—one where Chris can put his sandpaper jaw while he rubs my miraculously smooth feet.
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Oakley and Moore

Annie
I’ve told every version of the end of Oakley and Moore. Occasionally I tell the truth, but
it seems the most unbelievable of all. The important thing to know about the end is that I
couldn’t move her, and until Moore was out of sight, I couldn’t take my eyes off of her.
The beginning of “Oakley and Moore” though, who we became, started with my vision. I
never talked to a medical professional about what I could do; I never had it studied. Demi was
one reason for this. She said things like, “there are probably others like you. So, what happened
to them if we’ve never heard of them?” Another reason, was that I doubted, very much, anyone
would know what to do with me. So, I stayed away from doctors, and can’t explain why my vision worked in the way it did.
The first time my vision worked abnormally, I was lying in a hammock in my backyard. I
rested a wrist on my forehead to shield my eyes from the New Mexico sun. My armpits were exposed, unshaven, and sweaty. There was a closed book and a half-drunken lemonade beside me,
the lemonade leaving a ring of condensation on the book cover. It was the kind of day where hot
isn’t just a temperature, it’s a feeling. Before good, or sad, or anything, I was “hot.” I wanted to
be elsewhere but didn’t want to take the energy to move. I gazed, unfocused, at the sky. My

thoughts came back to the present when I noticed a brown dot. The dot stayed suspended in blue
sky above the cottonwood tree line. It remained still in my periphery while the shedding cottonwood fluff tumbled around it.
When I focused my gaze, the dot moved back to being a pedestrian mole on my forearm.
The mole sat about an inch below the slight curve of my elbow crease. Curious, I turned my eyes
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back towards the sky and unfocused my gaze. The mole moved. If I wasn’t looking closely, it
could have been a part of the trees above me. It could have been a small hole in the cosmos
somehow visible in daylight. It could be a piece of dryer lint not in the sky at all, but lodged in
my eye. That’s the thing about what you can’t see clearly; you can claim it’s almost anything.
I could have easily written this off as a trick of my eyes, as something that happens when
I don’t focus—similar to seeing stars after standing up too fast, or thinking someone is attractive
when drunk. Vision doesn't always act the same. I wonder what may have happened had I dismissed this incident. I think of all the endings I tell people when I tell the story of Oakley and
Moore. If I had dismissed the incident with the mole, maybe I would have an ending where we
end up together for real.
While the mole was accidental, the first thing I moved on purpose was a piece of watermelon. After getting up from the hammock that day, I sat at the kitchen table and looked at the
bottle of salad dressing in front of me, to the side of the dressing was a bowl of watermelon balls
my mother had painstakingly made with her pampered chef melon baller. As I looked at the balsamic dressing, I moved a slice of watermelon in my periphery. My mom, in her crisp white button down, walked straight into it. “I hope this comes out, young lady,” she said. I almost moved
the guacamole from my plate to the back of her light khakis as she left, knowing it would turn a
dull shade of shit brown as the day went on. But I still had chips on my plate so I ate the guaca-

mole instead.
It’s like this: focus on something twenty, or even thirty feet ahead. A window, a floral arrangement, or a dog bowl. Close one eye. Line a pinky finger up with the chosen object. Now,
switch which eye is open and which is closed. See how the finger moves?
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Demi
Cassandra Wilson met Isaiah in the tight hallway that connected the bar to the kitchens.
She carried a tray of pint glasses and yelled “Corner!” on her way back from serving too many
men with too many things to say. Isaiah didn’t move fast enough to get out of her way, but after
they collided he caught one of the three glasses and her elbow. Cassandra hit the tile. But as she
stood up, she noticed his grip on the back of her arm more than the throbbing in her hip.
In the weeks that followed, they talked while breaking down boxes, while she mopped
and he did dishes, or while they both put away stock. Cassandra noticed the way he looked down
while he listened, like he was always deep in thought. She liked how his hands looked so sure
when using the box cutter. She enjoyed how he spoke so fondly of his “piece of shit” brother
who was the “funniest drunk he ever knew.” But mostly, she loved that he liked her.
What Cassandra didn’t notice would end up being more important. She didn’t notice that
he never asked what her favorite music was after she asked him; he was fine playing his own mix
of Death Cab for Cutie and The Shins. He also never asked what she read when she asked about
the Hemingway he brought to work. Nor did he ask about her family when she mentioned she
wished she had a brother like he did. But she supplied and supplied and supplied. So when he
didn’t ask for her attention, body, or love she didn’t notice that either. But she gave, and gave,
and gave those things too.

Isaiah was charming; he was used to taking. So, he took her in his hands and took her on
her knees. He took liberties when she was drunk. He took back promises he made about taking
her to the movies or bowling or to, “literally any fucking place aside from my bedroom, Isaiah.”
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He took pain killers that were left from his brother's football injury, and took the time to crush it
fine. Then he gave—he did think to give some to Cassandra. And finally, when Cassandra gave
Isaiah the positive pregnancy test, Isaiah took off.
Cassandra decided to get clean for her baby. Narcotics Anonymous met in a church cafeteria, and she attended the group like they were her church. On the wall behind the foldable,
beige table, above the giant carafe of hot water and assorted pastries, there was an ornate wooden
cross on the wall. She always sat on the side of the circle that would allow her to face it—her
knee shaking, heel tapping the gray linoleum floor, and hand on her growing belly. When stories
about setbacks, kids being taken away, and ended relationships felt overwhelming, Cassandra
looked at the cross and prayed. What she wanted was simple: Please God, Help me stay clean. In
your name, amen.
When Cassandra gave birth she refused drugs. She screamed her way through labor as
she held her mother’s hand. She named her daughter Demi. Cassandra learned somewhere that
demi meant half/part. And the only prayer she uttered more than help me stay clean was that her
daughter would get only the good parts of her.
In the way that things sometimes go, Cassandra was killed at 65 miles an hour in a headon collision. Demi was home with Grandma Jean. Cassandra’s blood was tested for Blood Alcohol Content and was acceptable for donation. The other driver's blood was tested and was not.
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Annie
I had limits of both size and distance. As I first tested the limits of my vision I could only
manage bits of food, strands of hair, freckles, bugs, and buttons. And I could only ever move
things in my periphery to another area of my periphery. So, depending on how close I was to the
object I was moving, that could be inches or feet. Lastly, I had to focus on something aside from
what I was moving. If I didn’t, the thing I was trying to move would solidify—It would become
concrete and too heavy to move.
It’s like this: you know how looking at someone directly can communicate how much
they matter? Eye contact has the power to make a person feel seen, vulnerable, desired, listened
to, understood, or even intimidated. My telekinesis worked on the fringes of that. In my direct
gaze an object existed where it stood. When I didn’t focus on it, it may just as well be somewhere else. I guess this is the way it works for everyone. But for me, it’s literal.
If I saw a single line of hair, for example, or noticed the blonde highlight in the brown, I
could no longer braid Jackie’s hair from across the room, which was my first public demonstration. During a particularly boring lecture in history, I played with Jackie’s hair. Soon, girls in my
classes, and Devon with his straight, shoulder-length curtain of hair would all ask if I would
braid their hair. The braids never turned out even, but it was a trendy thing for a while: hair done
by the peripheral telekinetic. Some students even wore an uneven braid that they did themselves.

But those braids always lacked a certain something.
I amused my classmates because I wasn’t that powerful. Were I more powerful I would
have scared them. Or, more accurately, they would have been scared. I never intentionally scared
anyone.
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Demi
Demi, as she grew up, introduced herself as an orphan. Really, just her mom had died.
Her dad simply wasn’t around. But her Grandmother, who she called by her first name Jean, referred to him as a, “Piece of shit who got your mom hooked on crack. And then up and left before you were born.” So, Demi preferred saying she was an orphan, rather than think about who
her father was. The word orphan also gave her a certain amount of clout amongst her classmates.
And when she was “acting out of character,” as her Grandma sometimes said, the word gained
her a certain level of sympathy from teachers. People feel bad for kids without parents.
Demi found adults were willing to excuse a lot on account of her dead mom—this first
came to her rescue when she brought her turtle to school and it ate the class science pet. Her turtle’s name was Big Mama. Jean spent some time worrying over the fact that her granddaughter,
who lost her mother, named her turtle Big Mama. Demi just thought it sounded funny. Plus,
Demi was hoping Big Mama would, in fact, lay eggs and be a big mama.
The day Demi took her to school, Big Mama rode on top of the Tupperware that held her
bologna sandwich. When recess came, Demi thought Big Mama would like to visit the little forest that the class built inside a fish tank. The forest was a part of a project to watch the life cycle
of a butterfly. Michelle and Twiggy the caterpillars spent their days traveling the same ten inches
of stick. The class was so excited to watch them cocoon.

The third grade class was told that soon, very soon, they would be butterflies. When they
got Michelle and Twiggy, Miss Jennifer gave a very inspirational lesson about transformation.
She pointed out that the butterflies would transform at different times, and only come out when
they’re good and ready. She talked about how Michelle and Twiggy would have new abilities.
They would be able to fly! She pointed out that Michelle and Twiggy didn’t look much like
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they’d be able to fly, right? She talked about potential—no matter who you are and what you
think a person might do, you just never know what someone is capable of.
Instead of watching the chrysalis elegantly splinter, instead of watching Michelle and
Tiggy dance their butterfly legs out of their shells and dry the new colors on their wings, the
class learned about turtle diets. The day that Big Mama spent time in the little forest, Miss Jennifer taught the class that turtles are omnivores. They would eat veggies, fruit, and many types of
bugs, including caterpillars. Ashley and Zach started crying. Demi felt bad but didn’t understand
why no-one thought her turtle was cool. Her Grandma Jean was called. Demi and Big Mama
were taken home.
As Jean talked to the principal and her teacher, Demi heard the phrase acting out of character for the first time. Jean argued that Demi didn’t need to be suspended. Jean explained the
family situation. “Sometimes, there just aren’t enough eyes to watch that girl,” Jean said. Demi,
even at eight, knew Jean was mostly concerned about having to miss a shift at Smith’s. Jean
worked there as a cashier. Demi didn’t want to cost her Grandma Jean more than she already did.
Their fridge had one strong magnet where Jean pinned coupons for groceries. Demi’s clothes
were all from Goodwill or garage sales. Demi understood Jean couldn’t miss shifts. So the next
time Demi got in trouble, she wouldn’t leave empty-handed.
The next time she heard the phrase ‘out of character,’ didn’t occur until seventh grade

when Demi started a business forging documents. Students were required to get failing tests
signed by a parent. So, for ten dollars, Demi gave out blank permission slips to attend the Scholastic book fair. She made copies of her own permission slip because hers was unsigned. She
never gave her own to Jean, because she didn’t want Jean to feel bad that Demi couldn’t get any-
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thing. Once the students brought their signed permission slip back to Demi, she cut out the signature, taped it onto the test, and photocopied it. As a final touch, she traced the signature and
teachers' comments in pen.
For a few months, Demi surprised Jean with ham to put in the pinto beans and vegetable
soup Jean made most weeks for dinners. Every now and then, Demi would also get juice not
made from concentrate, which was always a special treat. Demi would pour the juice into two
glasses before Jean came home from her shift at Smiths. Jean normally watered juice down to
make it stretch, and Demi wanted juice as thick as tomato soup with her hard-earned money.
When asked how she was buying these things, Demi said she was mowing lawns.
Demi was caught after she left a test in the teacher’s lounge copier. She was suspended.
Over a mostly silent dinner Jean asked “Are you going to do anything different moving forward?”
“Yeah, make copies at the UPS store,” Demi said. This was not the answer Jean wanted
to hear.
Demi heard the phrase again a year later when she brought a waffle maker to school. She
had found it on a trip to Goodwill with Jean. Instead of a new pair of pants, Demi begged Jean
for the waffle maker. Waffle mix and eggs were cheap. She made and sold waffles during third
period on Fridays. She called it the Breakfast Club. If a teacher walked in, she claimed she was

working on a home economics project. When the home economics teacher wandered in and
Demi used the same story, Demi was found out. Demi never knew who the home economics
teacher actually was.
A year later, Demi heard she was acting out of character when she ran over James
Dillard’s foot. Demi overheard him complaining about his final presentation. She offered to help
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him get out of presenting for the reasonable price of 50 dollars. She told him to meet her in the
parking lot at lunch, and she used Ashley’s car. It worked. Instead of presenting, James spent the
afternoon getting a cast for the fracture on his foot. James squealed because this was not the solution he had imagined. At Jean’s insistence, Demi wrote an apology note to James while she was
suspended. Still, she kept his 50.
The last time she heard the phrase was just before she dropped out of high school. Demi
stood in front of Jean, holding the bloody hand of her girlfriend, and said, “Don’t you get it? I
think it’s entirely in character.”
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Annie
The first time I was approached by Demi I sat by myself in the cafeteria. I looked up to
see a girl with black, shiny, chin-length hair. She wore square glasses that looked like the frames
my father used to wear. They were way too big for her face. When we made eye contact I looked
into eyes that were dark enough that I thought: you know, if I moved the iris, I could make wishes
into it like a well. Or collapse time and space through it. But in order to move any part of her, I
would have to focus on someone else. And for every moment I spent with Demi, I found that difficult.
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Demi
Demi switched schools after the incident with James Dillard’s foot. Her new school was
much like her old one, but she noticed a lot of badly-braided hair. When she asked a fellow student about it, Demi learned about a girl named Annie in the grade below her.
On Demi’s second day at her new school, she found Annie eating alone at lunch. Demi
never liked to waste time. So, as soon as Annie looked up at her, Demi asked, “Can you really
move that guy's plate into the trash with your eyes?” Demi pointed to the paper plate sitting on
the table across from them. Demi waited while Annie finished chewing her bite of pizza.
“That’s too big, I could move the half-eaten hamburger,” Annie said.
“Fascinating,” Demi said.
“It’s boring. I can’t move anything bigger than my hand, give or take a finger.”
“So you could take a finger?”
Annie laughed. “I haven’t tried.”
“I would hope not. My name is Demi.”
“Like Lovato?”
“Like Moore,” she said. Demi sat on the seat next to her and dropped her backpack by
Annie’s. “Can you move the pudding cup?” Demi pointed to a pudding cup on a table a little further away.

Annie looked over, nodded, confirming that she could, in fact, move the pudding cup.
“I’m Annie,” she said.
“Like Oakley?”
“Well not like the redhead.” Annie said.
A boy sat down in the chocolate pudding. Demi glanced over when he yelled.
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“Fascinating,” Demi said.
Later that week, Jessica locked herself out of her car. In biology class, Demi watched as
Jessica explained to the teacher why she didn’t have her homework: it was in her car, her mom
was coming with the spare, but her mom couldn’t come until she got off of work. The teacher
said it would still be counted as late. “How can I know you’re not simply going to complete the
assignment over lunch?” the teacher said.
When Jessica returned to her desk in front of Demi, Demi whispered, “Annie could get
your homework for you. For only fifteen bucks.” When Demi texted Annie to tell her of the plan,
Annie wrote back anxiously: a folder is too big!!! Demi wrote back: I have it under control.
During the passing period, the three of them went to Jessica’s Honda Civic. Jessica
pointed to the folder on the floor. “Oh look! You can see your keys from here too,” Demi said as
if it were a point of mild interest.
Led to the more obvious solution, Jessica said, “Why don’t you just get my keys?”
“That would be thirty bucks,” Demi said. Annie looked over but stayed silent.
“Why?” Jessica asked.
“Metal is harder,” Demi said. Metal wasn’t harder, but the convenient thing about Annie’s gift was that she was the only one who had it. How was Jessica to know that the size of the
key made it easier? After Annie retrieved the keys, Demi announced that she and Annie should

be business partners. Demi slowly sauntered her way back across the parking lot and Annie fell
into step alongside her.
“You know, this parking lot is a lot shinier than the parking lot at my last school,” Demi
said as she looked around.
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“Yeah, most students here actually get a car on their 16th birthday,” Annie said. She
rolled her eyes dramatically,“with big bows on top and everything."
“Did you?”
“Yeah, mine is the easter egg over there,” Annie said as she pointed at a yellow bug.
“You hate it.”
“I just didn’t choose it, but I know I should be grateful,” Annie said.
“What would you choose?” Demi asked, before Annie could ask which one was hers.
“I haven’t thought about it, really. Maybe something blue though, I like blue.”
“Well I would choose a black car, like a mob boss would have, or a politician with a
driver. My Grandma Jean’s car is so old, you have to turn a dial to change the radio station.”
“Vintage. Nice,” Annie said. “Well, until you get your mob boss car, I’ll give you rides if
you ever need.”
“I’ll always be able to find it, even amongst this sea of shine.”
“Is it obnoxious? That everyone get’s their own car?”
“It’s a good sign, is what it is. It means good things for our business, partner.”
With some of the earnings from getting Jessica’s keys, Demi printed out business cards.
“You gotta spend money to make money, Annie,” Demi said. “Styled by Magic” was the name
printed on the front. Plaits by the peripheral telekinetic. Just underneath, Demi had included: For

more information, or to make an appointment, contact Demi Wilson. When Demi handed Annie
a stack to pass out during classes, Annie smiled as she read the fine print. Demi thought she
smiled at the prospect of earning some extra cash, since that thought always left Demi smiling. It
did not occur to Demi that Annie may have smiled simply seeing both their names in print on the
same card.
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The next few months showed that working with Annie was more profitable than waffles
and forgery combined. Aside from hair, Annie had the occasional ‘locksmith’ job. And, for a
steep price, Annie would cause mischief in class for a disliked teacher. She moved chalk, pens,
or the teachers possessions, all while the class snickered. Or when Colin Stewart wanted to avoid
the basketball unit, Annie “lost” the keys to the gym teacher’s storage room that held the equipment. When Daniela Perez needed her family emergency excuse to be convincing, Annie moved
drops of condensation from her water bottle to Daniela’s face as she spoke to the teacher—water
masquerading as tears suddenly appeared just as Daniela asked for the favor of an extension.
Valentine’s day however, was the most profitable day for Annie and Demi. Annie put Valentine's notes in pockets and roses sticking out of backpacks. Necklaces and chocolates appeared
on desks in the middle of classes. Demi’s favorite request was that of the girlfriend of a German
exchange student, who asked Annie to line up assembled Kinder egg toys on her boyfriend's
dashboard.
The night of Valentine’s, they celebrated the day of hard work by going to Starbucks.
Having earned more than what she ever expected to in the last few months, Demi let herself order a large. She sipped her Frappuccino and managed not to worry about what she could have
bought with those 5 dollars instead.
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Annie
We became Oakley and Moore because of a party at Evan Canton’s house. Evan Canton
hosted the kind of high school parties shown in teen movies, but less extreme. They were loud,
but noise complaints weren’t always made. They were usually big, but most everyone still fit
comfortably inside. They were rowdy, but nobody jumped from the roof into the pool or anything. His house was the perfect place for a party, too. At the entrance was a gate that led to a
driveway that was a perfect quarter mile long. At the end of the driveway was a house large
enough for plenty of corners for hips to press against hips, and lips to touch any number of
slightly sweaty body parts. Everyone was excited when Evan announced his mom would be
gone.
When Demi and I were invited, Demi, in character, said that for a price she and I could
get alcohol. I remember being annoyed. I just wanted to go and dance with Demi. I hadn’t been
bothered all day to do a job. Nobody had even asked for an uneven braid since hair would be
curled and dresses pulled from hangers for the party. But I remember Demi looked at me with
her dark eyes narrowing and a smile growing, and she told me how this would grow our business
to the next level.
I relocated beer and hard seltzers, can-by-can, from just outside the window of Tipsy’s
liquor store. We left cash on the counter.

“It’s not technically stealing,” Demi said.
“Just getting alcohol for minors,” I said.
We showed up last, and we showed up as heroes. We walked up the driveway, passing a
long line of closely-parked cars. Demi rolled the heavy cooler, filled with our haul, behind her.
When we were welcomed inside, Demi soon pulled two cans of beer out, as if to show everyone
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else how drinking works. She opened two cans and walked over to me. “Cheers,” she said as she
handed me a beer.
“Cheers,” I said.
That was the first and last night I ever got drunk.
This is what I remember: I remember sitting on the couch. I remember watching Demi
across the room. She was talking with her hands and people were gathering around her. She was,
no doubt, charming them, selling them on her next big idea. Sandra, with her runner’s legs,
laughed at something Demi said, and Demi flashed a smile at her. I remember waiting for Demi
to be done talking, and I drank while I waited. I just wanted to dance with her, so I waited and
drank some more. I remember looking at her and there was a hand, just off to the side, waving in
my periphery. Dan Elliot’s class ring was so big. I stared at Demi and saw the ring.
I then saw the ring on the carpet. Dan screamed. His finger was still inside of it. I apparently could take a finger.
Demi told me later how she ran to the cooler that we brought, threw out the few beers
still propped in ice, grabbed a towel, and did the thing everyone else was too stunned to do;
Demi picked up Dan’s finger and put it on ice. Since we were the last to arrive, our car wasn’t
blocked in, so we were Dan’s ride to the ER, or Demi was, I guess. I was too drunk to drive, so I
sat in the backseat as Dan groaned in the passenger’s seat.

Doctors sewed the finger back on, but it didn’t take. The finger died. When it first happened, nobody asked me if I could fix it. Maybe they all knew that I didn’t know how to even
begin putting tendons, bone, and muscle back into place. It’s so much easier to move things
apart.
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Demi
The police visited Grandma Jean. Demi was 17 but close to 18. There was talk of being
charged as an adult: theft, accomplice, and obtaining alcohol for minors. When the cops left the
house, silence sat heavy in the air between Demi and her Grandmother. The first thing she did
was ask for Demi to grab the yellow pages.
“We’ll need to find a good lawyer,” Jean said. Demi walked slowly to her room. There
was no amount of shifts at Smiths that would cover a good lawyer.
Though the cops had a hard time classifying what Annie had done to Dan, Annie called
Demi two days later sobbing the phrase, “reckless use of a deadly weapon.” Annie couldn’t face
going to school. “Just last week they wanted me to play with their hair,” Annie said.
Demi took every bill she saved and filled her backpack with clothes. She wrote a note to
Jean, and then left to collect Annie. They started in Annie’s Volkswagen, and changed to a Greyhound in Denver. On the bus, Demi watched as Annie slowly, and finally, closed her eyes and
fell asleep. Demi stayed awake, with her knees pressed against the seat in front of her. Annie’s
head weighed heavy where it rested on Demi’s shoulder.
Shortly after Annie woke up, Demi, in character, informed Annie of her plan. As they
drove further North, toward Chicago, Demi told Annie they would be millionaires by 25, would
want for nothing, stay small in their operations, and wouldn’t attract notice.

“We have everything we need to be successful,” Demi said.
“No other choice but to figure something out?” Annie said.
“That too. But more than that, we have a way to make money,” Demi said.
The greyhound stopped at a Love’s truck stop. When they were asked for names for their
sandwich orders they gave Oakley and Moore. Demi and Annie didn’t get back on the bus.
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Oakley
Moore called it relocating. We relocated everything that could fit into a pocket and sold
for a decent price: jewelry, medicines, luxury beauty items, and fragrances. We took small, glittery things that stood as trophies of capitalism on a shelf one minute, and be fondled with our
fingertips in our pockets the next. We stayed away from smaller businesses, though; we didn’t
shop local. It was as easy as bumping a mug with your elbow and sending it to the floor to chip,
crack, or shatter. Oops, someone could say. It was so easy, it was bound to grow. Or perhaps because my partner was Demi, it was bound to escalate.
It’s kind of like this: There was a Movies West on my side of town, right next to the Ross
and Target. As a girl, before my parents split and they were fighting a lot, I rode my bike to the
target, bought sour punch straws, and went to the movies. After some time though, the more my
parents fought and the more I went to the movies, the sour punch straws by themselves no longer
felt like a treat. So, I got a coke to sip alongside the sour punch straws. That became the new
standard; I could never get sour punch straws without a coke again. But then I thought, wouldn’t
popcorn be perfect? A little salty crunch, after the syrupy coke, that washed down the sour punch
straws? Then, of course, wasn’t chocolate the only thing missing? I needed a box of Raisinets.
Finally, when all of that left me thirsty, a bottle of water. The only difference, was that I only had
to ask my mother or father for more pocket money. Meanwhile, if Moore and I wanted more

treats, we had to grow our business.
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Moore
Moore found herself and Oakley an apartment. Over time, she filled the closet with
clothes she didn’t thrift for. She replaced the things she owned because it was all she and Jean
could afford, with things that she chose. Since leaving home, Moore had a distaste for canned vegatables. Too often she had stood over the sink, draining kidney beans, carrots, or peas. Whenever it was possible she wanted fresh vegetables, and on mornings they gave themselves off, often dragged Oakley to a farmers market. They walked hand-in-hand, each carrying a canvas tote
they would fill by the end. Moore would point to jars of honey, or home-brined pickles and repeat the price as a question. Eight dollars for that tiny jar of honey? Eight dollars?
In the first months, they slept on a cheap mattress on the floor. But, as they worked, their
apartment slowly filled with furniture. In a showroom, at Ethan Allen, Moore fell in love with a
couch, and when Moore shocked the workers by pulling out enough cash to pay for it, she
basked in their surprised faces; she could pay for something that she simply wanted to have.
Moore was used to both wanting and the hustle of getting. However, in the midst of having, she remembered to give. Perhaps it was the remnants of Sunday school teachings that Jean
put Moore into, at the church her mother attended—but Moore tithed, in a way. Moore sent
money to Jean, often paid for another table's dinner when they went out, dropped money into
buskers cases, bills into outstretched hands, and new toys into boxes at toy drives. One Saturday,

at a bar, she yelled, “Next round is on me,” like she was a character in a film, celebrating a promotion.
She loved having more than enough.
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Oakley
Moore and I were careful to choose jobs in which we never had to physically reach out to

take anything. That’s really the act that gets someone in trouble—the reaching out. You can see
that on camera. Technically, all I ever did was look at something and wish it was somewhere different. And everyone, literally everyone, does that.
It’s like this: Have you ever wanted another job? You’re looking at your career and wishing it was somewhere different. When you see gorgeous travel pics and you’re lying on your bed,
balancing your laptop on your belly, with chip crumbs on your chest—you know that feeling?
That’s just looking at your life, wishing it was somewhere different. That fat in the mirror? You
would move it from your gut if you could. That man or woman you want? How often have you
wished their hands on your ass, in your hair, and elsewhere?
For small jobs we picked up an item or two. We never took enough that a large department store would panic. We roamed the mall like it was the 90’s, and sipped on smoothies. I still
have this photo strip from a booth that we stepped into when we thought the mall cop was watching us. In the photo strip, Moore exists as I remember her: Moore pushing her cheeks forward,
Moore looking over her shoulder like a starlet, Moore with her tongue out while pulling up her
nose, and Moore smiling, just smiling, at me. And then there was me. My eyes squinted shut in
the last photo, probably because I wouldn’t change where anything was in that moment. We
were, I’ve gathered, like most 19 year olds that walk this earth: oblivious to how shiny moments
don’t keep feeling real. Those moments became evidence, instead, of how little we really knew.
Months after we took those photos, Demi said, “I think we could handle a bigger job.” I
looked up from making a cup of tea in the kitchen and looked at Demi on the couch. She rested
with her head on the armrest and feet up on the back of the couch. Though her posture mimicked
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rest, her eyes gave her away; she wasn’t casual. She was excited about something. She had found
a mark: a man named Jared Peters would be vacating his home in the city for the summer.
“How did you find him?” I asked. I asked this mainly to give myself more time sorting
through how I felt.
“He’s a loud talker at the coffee shop I get our bagels from.”
We had a strict rule to not take from individual people: big companies and big stores
only. We wanted to have the impact of a small dent on a used car. Someone might notice a dent.
But the insurance company would be called and a claim filed.
“That goes against our rules, Demi, I don’t know.”
“He’s an asshole,” Demi said.
“How do you know?”
“He’s the owner of a company of hundreds of thousands of people making minimum
wage. No one has benefits.”
“The new American Dream.”
“Exactly. Meanwhile, he has a summer home. And it’s the summer.”
“I don’t think it’s worth it—what are we even gonna lift from him?”
“Annie, he’s got a wife.”
“Okay?”

“And a mistress.”
“Okay?”
“Rich men give expensive gifts when they’re fucking someone they shouldn’t be.”
“As a rule?”
“Yes. It’s in the handbook. Right after the chapter about choosing the right lawyer.”
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I was surprised at how quickly I moved the line. The line had previously been drawn to
separate the point where we help ourselves, and the point where someone gets hurt. My cup of
tea was still steaming when I decided that an asshole or two could be.
Unless someone has taken incredible pains to hide it, personal information is easy to find.
Few take any measures at all. We found the address. He wasn’t so rich that he had security
guards, just rich enough to have a gate: the perfect amount of rich. The entry was easier than we
expected. With the right angle and the right window I could move the levers to open.
It fell apart so fast.
I climbed inside and Moore followed. Once inside she grabbed my hand and squeezed it
twice in time as she said the words, “Let’s go.”
We wore ball caps and medical masks, so I turned and smiled at the top third of her face.
Then we heard, “Stop, you are being recorded.”
A small black orb, a camera, was mounted in the corner. A green light blinked. We expected security camera’s, but the voice startled me, and I dove to get behind the couch. And
though I work in the periphery, I didn’t judge the distance right. My head caught the corner of
the end table on the way down.
Moore ran for the hallway, and I stood up like I could follow. I don’t know why. I knew I
was bleeding. I tried to blink it away.

I stood, like a swaying branch, slowly blinking as though that would calm the throbbing
in my forehead or clear my blurred vision. Moore was then back beside me, and she positioned
my back toward the camera. After being turned so quickly, double vision tempted my periphery
to lift everything, nothing was in focus. And I lost control. In seconds, the contents of the wet
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bar: glass tumblers, bottles of liquor, wine glasses, decanters, and shakers fell. The glass shattered. Magnets from the fridge were scattered, a vase of flowers joined the sea of broken glass—
the water pushed the sharp pieces across the hardwood. It was chaos.
“Help me get out of here, Moore,” I said. I was in pain, scared, and couldn’t open my
eyes for fear of moving parts of Moore. I didn’t want to separate a hand, a foot, an ear. “I can’t
see, Moore,” I said. But I could. I just didn’t know what would happen if I looked. But Moore
left. The warmth of her hands left my back, and I stayed swaying in the middle of the room—
pain pounding on the thin skin of my eyelids.
It felt so long before I felt Moore’s hand grab mine again. I remember some things from
the way back. I remember Moore’s hands pushing, guiding, and holding me up and over the wall.
I remember feeling my heartbeat in my forehead and behind my eyes when Moore made us run. I
remember resting on grass for a moment. It was wet.
Moore left the bathroom when we got home so I could safely open my eyes. She removed
smaller objects in case I still had blurry, double vision. I looked through slits at myself in the
mirror. There was only one of me. There was also a gash, an inch long, just above my brow.
Though Moore wiped some away on the scene, the dark maroon of dried blood was crusted in
my brows and in the creases on my nose above my nostrils. I looked terrible.
Moore helped me clean myself up and took me to our bed. I lay down while she showed

me what she had shoved in her backpack. She was already thinking about how much each item
would get. When she got out of bed to brush her teeth, when her hand left my thigh where it was
resting, I didn’t think of her comforting me when she came back to bed. I thought of her leaving
me without my sight, groping for her in a stranger’s living room.
We had other jobs. But this is the one that mattered.
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Demi and Annie
“What?”
“What?”
“You like, made a weird throat noise while throwing that away so I’m asking—what?”
“It’s just gross, I hate the food that gets caught in the food catcher and just sits there.”
“That’s what the food catcher is for.”
“Yeah but when it just sits there it gets extra gross. There’s like a bleached, bloated
strawberry piece and shit.”
“Oh—okay.”
“And I haven’t eaten strawberries.”
“Okay. I get it. You’re annoyed.”
“It’s just not that hard to empty the food catcher when you’re done washing.”
“Jesus. I’ll empty it. Okay? Want me to finish dishes?”
“No, I’m already here and already grossed out.”
“Sure? I don’t mind and it seems like you could relax.”
“Yeah?”
“I mean you’re getting worked up over something that took two seconds, so maybe

there’s something else you need to unwind from.”
“Please don’t act like I’m overreacting.”
“Jesus, I never said you were overreacting, I’m offering to help.”
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Oakley
I hate talking about the end. But if I feel someone might like a trip to Tiffany’s, or appreciate Audrey Hepburn, they get this story. Moore and I were unprepared for all but one aspect of
our new life: Tiffany’s. Having grown up with her Grandmother, Moore also grew up with old
films. Chief among them was anything in which Audrey Hepburn starred. Moore copied her
pixie cut when we made it to Chicago. She kept it for only a brief time because she decided it
made her too memorable. She had a point; she was striking with that haircut. As thieves, we
made a point to be un-striking.
I myself, hadn’t seen any old movies. I took myself to the blockbusters of the early
2000’s. So, there was a season, after she learned I hadn’t seen any Audrey Hepburn’s films,
when we systematically went through her filmography. Paris When It Sizzles was my personal
favorite: the story of a screenwriter who tells the same story in different genres as he falls in
love. How to Steal a Million was Moore’s favorite: the story of a heist pulled off with a boomerang, an art forger, and unlikely lovers. Neither of us understood how Breakfast at Tiffany’s was
so celebrated. George Peppard is a boring lead with an unmemorable face. We were supposed to
believe that Holly, miss Holly Golightly, would stop her mad dance in jewelry and slip dresses to
settle down with that sweater and lego haircut?
And though it wasn’t either of our favorite, the love for Audrey was strong enough that

one morning, Moore woke me with a small peck on the cheek and asked me how I felt about getting breakfast with another girl. I think I responded with something along the lines that I was the
only girl in her life. Moore threw off the covers, gently placed my shoes on the floor by the bed
and told me Tiffany was expecting us. Only then did I open my eyes and see Moore in the black
cocktail dress, the one I relocated for her a year back. Getting the dress was a job for a job. We
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needed to look convincing for a yacht party in order to relocate a set of antique cufflinks. But I
digress.
“Will I be relocating some pastries for us to eat on the way?” I asked, as she disappeared
into our closet. “You’ve seen the movie, Oakley, what do you think?” Moore said, and she threw
me my own little black dress. We looked like waitresses standing outside of Tiffany’s with our
cups of coffee and croissants.
We stood out in a way we normally didn’t allow ourselves to. Business casual, suits, and
athleisure pushing strollers all passed us in our evening attire at 9am on a Thursday. This wasn’t
for a job though, so I allowed it. We sipped coffee, ate breakfast, and looked for what Holly
Golightly said she liked about Tiffany’s: “the quietness and the proud look of it.” She said that
“nothing very bad could happen to you there, not with those kind men in their nice suits, and that
lovely smell of silver and alligator wallets.” Turns out that’s not true. What you feel and wish to
be true is rarely true.
The window display boasted a diamond collar. I thought how great Moore would look
with it around her neck, lying just over her collarbones that drove me crazy. I wish I had relocated it then. I’m willing to bet, if we had walked home in our Hepburn costumes, each holding
an end of the collar like it was a diamond jump rope, we wouldn’t have been stopped.
They moved the collar from the window display the week before we planned to grab it.

The new location meant we had to go inside the store for the job. I had to be just the right distance to move it outside of its case, out from the range of the sensors that bordered it, and into
Moore’s waiting hands. She would then quickly place it in a purse. It’s not elegant, but it’s effective.
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We went on the Sunday of a holiday weekend, at 2pm. We wanted the after-brunch
crowd for cover. I entered the store 15 minutes ahead of Moore. I walked through the first set of
doors at the entrance, and once the first set closed, the receptionist pushed a button, or flipped a
switch, or something else out of my sight. It always made me uncomfortable when things were
out of my sight. Then, the light on the black box next to the second set of doors would turn
green, meaning the doors could open. After I stepped into the showroom, my first job was to
browse convincingly. When Moore came in, I had to tell myself the gems should hold my gaze
more than Moore.
The relocation was handled seamlessly. Moore, once I moved the collar to her hands,
safely tucked it away. She didn’t break her stride as she made her way to the other side of the
store from me. No one looked twice at the display. People doubt what they see so quickly. Did
they really see a collar on the display? Why is it empty? Maybe it was sold. Maybe it was being
cleaned. There are a million ways to justify something that seems a little off.
We browsed our way to the front door, staying away from each other. A sales associate
asked Moore if she had been helped.
“Oh I’m next with Jenna,” Moore said. I suppose Moore read a name tag on the way in.
Moore was almost to the first set of doors when I heard a thin voice from across the room
ask, “What usually goes there?” I looked over, and a young woman was pointing at the empty

bust. The attendant yelled something, a name, I think. I looked back and Moore had stepped
through the first set of doors. I watched from the other side of the glass as the receptionist looked
up and then pressed the button, switch, or lever I couldn’t see. I heard the doors click, locking
Moore in-between the two sets of doors. I froze. I couldn’t move what mattered. She was too big,
too much to move, and I couldn’t take my eyes off her.
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Demi and Annie
“Are you really on your phone?”
“I’m just scrolling.”
“We’re watching a show.”
“Okay I’ll put it up.”
“If you’re bored with the show you could have just told me. We can watch something
else.”
“I’m not bored with the show.”
“Okay.”
“Ready?”
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Oakley
Even though I hate talking about the end, sometimes I will tell the ending like this:
Moore fenced our items for us. This way, we didn’t have to bring someone else close to
our operations. However, I think we started to follow too much of a pattern. We became predictable, and we got complacent: in marks, schedules, and lunch spots. We had been in the same city
long enough, and doing the same types of jobs for long enough, that we could be found.
I was eating Red Curry, and Moore was eating Kao Soi when we were found. Brandon
and Tony, two of “those with guns” came up to us at Thai Spicy. It was our favorite lunch spot,
and we went there most Thursdays. Predictable.
“Do you boys want a pork dumpling?” Moore said as they walked up.
I was slightly annoyed when I heard that offer. I planned on having the last two with my
leftover curry for dinner. But when I looked up from my dish I was met with two men who could
have been cast for the Fast and Furious franchise if they had prettier faces. So, Moore probably
had the right idea. She opened a conversation with men who looked like they could eat us by offering food. It made sense.
“You girls have been working a lot,” Brandon said. I didn’t know his name was Brandon
at the time. I called Brandon big brows in my head. I called Tony Vinny D on account of his bald
head.

“I don’t think we know you,” I said.
“You don’t have to,” Vinny D/Tony said. “But our boss knows you, and you recently
lifted some things from one of his businesses.”
“We’re here to discuss doing a couple favors for him. It’s only fair,” Brandon said.
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Moore looked at me over her still-steaming bowl of Kao Soi. She looked nervous, which
was strange for me to see. She was normally my unflappable, unshakable Moore. But, we hadn’t
been in front of hired guns before. “Guys, we don’t know what you’re talking about. But you’ve
clearly got us mistaken for others. I’m Moore, this is Oakley, and am I to assume you don’t want
a dumpling?”
I knew we were in deeper water than we ever wanted to be. “Come on, ladies. Let’s go
talk about this outside,” Brandon said. How does somebody play this game? Play a strong hand?
Bluff big?
Moore’s smile was gone. I felt her heel tapping on the tiled floor under the table. “Well I
was going to get this in a to go box. One second, lads, ” Moore said, stalling. She started to get
out of the booth, and Tony put his hand on her shoulder to stop her.
I looked back at Moore who had turned her face towards mine. Tony’s other hand was by
his side, and it was in my periphery. I relocated a chopstick to the middle of Brandon’s palm. It
was a clean job; no blood would pour out until he pulled it out. It would hurt like a bitch though.
Moore turned her head to see what I did, and I saw her face tighten. I then relocated their guns to
the seat next to me. I played a strong hand.
Brandon was gripping his wrist and screaming. They both started backing away. Tony hit
the table behind him. The couple sitting there scrambled to collect their things.

“You can tell your boss,” I said, “that he has mistaken us for others stupid enough to
work in his neighborhood. It won’t happen again. But something like that,” and I pointed to
Brandon’s skewered hand, “could, if we’re bothered again.” Big bluff. I was on the verge of
throwing up.
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They ran out. You could hear flies buzzing after the bell on the door stopped ringing. I
walked to the register and asked for the bill and two boxes.
When we exited the restaurant Moore ran a couple of steps ahead and then turned to face
me, stopping me in the middle of the sidewalk.
“What the actual fuck, Oakley?” Moore said.
“We can let ourselves be intimidated into owing anyone favors,” I said.
“What’s wrong with doing an odd job now and then?”
“You know that’s not how it works. They’d own us.”
Moore got quiet, thinking that over. Maybe she wouldn’t mind having a boss—someone
else to find the jobs and offer protection. I always thought we protected each other. And we always wanted to be able to pick and choose what jobs we wanted to do. But maybe Moore was
tired of protecting, looking over our shoulders one minute and looking ahead for a new job the
next. I let her stay quiet and think. I didn’t push her.
We had a quiet night of Thai food. Moore showered alone. We went to bed early.
It was only the next morning, on our way to get coffee, that we were taken. I remember
very little. They had put together which of us could place chopsticks in bodies, so I was knocked
out before I was thrown in the car. I don’t know what Moore’s ride was like. They could have
blindfolded her, threatened, or done any number of things. I still don’t know.

When I came to, I was blindfolded and bound.
“Where’s Moore?”
“Moore?” said a voice I didn’t recognize. “Or Demi?”
We had strictly used Oakley and Moore since leaving New Mexico. I froze. Moore
wouldn’t have spoken her name unless hurt.
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“Tell me, Annie, if I were to take off this blindfold, can you promise good behavior?
Demi told me you could behave for her sake.”
I nodded. What else could I do?
I was in a small room. Demi was across from me, gagged. A man held a gun to her head.
There was also a man to her right, bound to a chair, with his hands tied together in his lap. I recognized Brandon and Tony. But a man in a navy suit stepped forward. “I’m Mr. Carboni,” he
said. “This man next to your lovely girlfriend, hasn’t done what I wanted either. So you’re going
to teach him a lesson for me. And in doing so, show me that you’re sorry for thinking you could
intimidate me out of getting what I’m owed. Okay?” Mr. Carboni stood so still. He spoke without even swaying his head and his hands clasped in front of him. “Now say sorry to Brandon,” he
said.
I was gagged but did the best I could.
“Good girl. Now, we’re going to take some fingers from Mr. Cantrell here. God gave us
more than what we need for occasions like this.”
They held a gun to Moore’s head. What does it say about me that it wasn’t a hard decision? I settled myself in the chair and looked at Demi. She stayed quiet while the man next to her
started to cry. I’m glad I didn’t have to look at him. I held his hands in my periphery.
“Let’s begin a countdown shall we? Nine.”

I held Moore’s eyes with my own while the man screamed through his gag.
“Eight.”
Moore looked quickly over and I silently begged her to look back. The man threw his
head back. Moore didn’t look back at me. She closed her eyes.
“Are you sorry yet? Yes? Seven.”
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It felt easy at this point. I simply thought of the finger elsewhere. I thought of it without
connective tissue, with veins undone at the end, a bone separated from the knuckle joint and
muscle torn for good. The man sobbed.
“That’s enough I suppose,” Mr. Carboni said.
I looked at Demi, adrenaline coursing, almost more energetic than normal, and she still
wouldn’t look at me. Brandon and Tony untied her, she stepped away from them, but she didn’t
come toward me. When she did finally look in my direction I realized I had never seen Demi
afraid before that moment. I wanted more than anything for her to come closer. But she was too
big, too much to move, and I couldn’t take my eyes off of her.
I like telling this story. People don’t stick around when it’s over.
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Demi and Annie
“Can we talk about it?”
“Not yet.”
“It was just a dumb question.”
“She asked about our sex life, a girl you hardly knew, and you answered that we hadn’t
done it in a while!”
“Well we haven’t!”
“Well you shouldn’t have shared that with her. Now she thinks we’re all sad and she’s
gonna sidle on up to you and try to comfort poor, horny, large coffee, two creams.”
“She knows my name.”
“Really?”
“So what do you think we are? If we’re not sad?”
“I just said I didn’t even want to talk about it yet.”
“I didn’t mean anything by it.”
“God, I’m so fucking tired.”
“Okay, we can talk about it later. I’m gonna go brush my teeth.”
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Oakley
If I tell this ending, I begin with the fact that once Moore moved to my school, I started relocating with more accuracy. However, I never made a connection between her presence and the
ease in which I performed my telekinesis. I always thought of my vision as muscles I could grow
and get stronger, and lord knows I got a lot of practice in the early days of our business.
So, we were both surprised when Moore, along with me, received an invite join the coven
of witches in Washington state. It seemed obvious that I would be invited. So we assumed Moore
was included because she was my partner. Now, we didn’t plan on joining the coven. But how
many people get a personal invite to join a coven? Very few, we learned. Plus, neither of us had
visited Seattle, and we had gotten some heat in Chicago recently by poaching on a mob boss’s
turf. So we thought a break was smart, deserved, and we heard Washington was beautiful in the
summer. Demi wanted to see the men throw fish at Pike Place Market. I wanted to see the troll
under the bridge.
Though we believed we were invited for my vision, that belief changed when we met the
trio of witches who came to greet us at the airport. They said hello to me, of course, but quickly
shifted their shiny eyes and ready hands to Moore. They quickly grabbed her luggage, handed
her a bottle of water, and asked her about her comfort. Was she hungry? Did she want to go anywhere? As I walked behind the women clustered around Moore I noticed that one briefly held
out a hand and grabbed the bottom hem of her jacket, like she was the bleeding woman who held
out her hands to brush the robes of Jesus. In the van ride back to their community, they peppered
her with questions that ranged from general small talk to unnervingly specific: about her health
routine, diet, how much sleep she got, her childhood, her favorite type of meat to eat, what colors
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she liked, if she have a favorite number, if there any smells she felt an aversion to, etcetera, etcetera.
When I brought it up later that night, Moore said, “It’s cute that you’re jealous.” She stood
at the sink of our guest cabin. I met her eyes in the mirror and I could see in her dark eyes how
amused she was. I was still uncomfortable with the behavior Moore was met with, and annoyed
that Moore wasn’t taking it seriously. So, I spent the next minutes relocating her toiletries just
out of reach until she lunged for me instead. She won when she grabbed me from behind and
wrestled a tee shirt over my head, covering my eyes long enough to grab her toiletry bag. My
rule was was “eyes off” anything something that was being held. I never wanted to repeat what I
did to Dan. Moore fished out her toothbrush from her bag, brushed her teeth, gave me a minty
kiss, and then we went to bed. That was the last night we slept within the relationship that we
had known since high school, because when we woke up, the information given us, shifted everything that I knew of Moore.
Moore, apparently, was the reason I could do much of anything. She was a living, moving
conduit and amplifier. She made power more powerful. We were invited because they wanted to
study it they said. But really, they just wanted what she gave me. We stayed because Moore was
happy learning so much about herself. She grew up without her parents. She knew her mother
from stories, and her father by the phrase a “piece of shit” and a few other unflattering facts that
Grandma Jean had shared with Moore. So, of course, when she was talked to about witch ancestry and tracing bloodlines, Moore wanted to know what they could tell her. I don’t blame her, I
just wish I protected her. For weeks we attended meetings and ate subpar food. Moore continued
to be questioned: about her family history, her mother’s drug use, at what moon and during what
season her mother died, if she ever had an animal familiar.
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Moore returned to our cabin most nights flushed and happy from attention. I knew what the
promise of her history meant to her. So, when I felt the tension thickening between me and the
rest of the community, I didn’t tell her. But I felt it at the tables where we ate “family” meals, as I
was rarely drawn into conversations and others laughed a little too loudly at my questions about
basic witchcraft; I felt it in the community garden where I worked most days, as others clustered
near beds far from the ones I was working in; I felt it in glances, sudden stops in conversations,
and the fact that all conversations with me turned to questions about Moore.
Because Moore was in my bed, held my hand, laughed at my jokes, shared food with me
off of her plate, played absentmindedly with my hair, and sat with her hand resting on my thigh,
it looked like she gave the best of her power to me. She probably would have given her best to
me if she could, but she couldn’t control it. And that was the problem; Moore was depleted just
being around everyone. Over time she looked thinner and slept more. One night, over a dinner of
tomato soup, I looked up and she felt different in my witchy eyes. She felt less solid. She felt like
water somehow suspended without a glass. If you were to bump the table or drop an ice cube
into it you know it’d shift, ripple, or splash, but you couldn’t move it. That’s what she felt like as
I looked at her, like she operated under different rules than the physical world I was used to. I
started to wonder if that’s what ghosts are: old amplifiers just bled until they become phantoms.
“We should leave,” I said that night. I had never been more unnerved, feeling her differently with my eyes.
“Maybe in a few weeks. We’re doing some DNA and blood work to see if there’s anything
to be learned. Isn’t that cool?” Moore got up to get more soup. “Want some eggs? I’m starving.” I
resolved to look up flights the next day. But when I woke up, and rolled over to tell her, she
didn’t stir. She was still asleep. When I got out of bed, she didn’t roll to her other side and groan
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like she always did. She didn’t wake up until three in the afternoon. She woke to me sobbing next
to her. I thought I had let the community leech her into a vegetable. I held her when she woke
and cried for unknowingly draining her for years.
“ I don't think it works like that,” she told me. “I didn’t notice because you also filled me
up.”
The next day, we told the community we were leaving. The next night before dinner,
Moore was taken from me. I was told she left but I knew better. Not without me. I played a broken-hearted girlfriend. I worked the greenhouses. I pretended to throw myself into a project
about the growing conditions of nightshade. I cried in the dining hall. I reminisced at meal times.
I told stories of us, like this one: stories of our jobs and stories of how we met. My favorite story
was the one where I was useless without Moore. “Without her, I can barely relocate a ladybug,” I
said. They believed me. At night I went cabin by cabin looking for her.
They kept her near the heart of town. Through a window I finally saw her; she was transparent and so thin. She wasn’t bound because how could she run? She saw me and smiled. I
screamed. Close to her, and as angry as I had ever been, my vision sharpened. Having heard my
scream, others came running.
I dropped their hands. Then limbs fell to the ground, and I relocated them piece by piece

until they lay still, flesh puzzles on the floor. Then, I turned back to Moore, whose eyes had
closed. She was only half of what she once was, and too transparent to move. But I couldn’t take
my eyes off her as she sat, unmoving, now seemingly asleep.
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Demi and Annie
“Fuck you.”
“Fuck you.”
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Annie
It’s like this: I had a grass lawn growing up. And in New Mexico, that grass wasn’t getting water unless we put it there. What we didn’t know, was that the hose only stretched so far,
that the sprinkler didn’t reach the entire lawn. After a few weeks, my mom noticed the back corner of the lawn was dry, bleached yellow—dead. Grass only grows where it’s watered. Muscles
get stronger only if they’re used. The wolf that’s fed is the one that gets stronger.
It’s also like this: it’s complacency, not curiosity that killed the cat. The stupidest thing
ever written is probably in your high school yearbook. “Never change!” What a stupid thing to
say, especially at 17.
Finally it’s like this: Love is patient, love is kind. Love does not boast. But people, like
Demi, or you, or myself, are often not.
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